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Letter of transmittal
Minister for Communications, Urban Infrastructure, Cities and the Arts
Parliament House
Canberra ACT 2600
September 2021
Dear Minister,
On behalf of the Board of the Australia Council, I am pleased to submit the Australia
Council Annual Report for 2020–2021.
The Board is responsible for the preparation and content of the annual report
pursuant to section 46 of the Public Governance Performance and Accountability Act
2013, the Public Governance Performance and Accountability Rule 2014 and the
Australia Council Act 2013.
The following report of operations and financial statements were adopted by
resolutions of the Board on 23 August 2021.
Yours faithfully

Robert Morgan
Chair, Australia Council
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Chair report
This has been a year of upheaval for our cultural and creative industries.
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused widespread disruption to events and
caused significant hardship for artists and performers and the organisations
which support them.
Lockdowns along with restrictions on gathering and movement have left no part of
the arts and cultural industry untouched. They have kept many of us physically apart
for extended periods which is the very antithesis of the power of the arts and culture
to bring people together to share stories, experiences and different perspectives.
Throughout this period of unprecedented challenges, the Australia Council has
played a vitally important role in supporting our artists and cultural organisations,
helping them adjust to the demands of the pandemic, and providing considered
advice to government on the support required by our cultural and creative industries.
Government has listened and responded, with record levels of investment in the arts
including $250 million through the Restart Investment to Sustain and Expand (RISE)
and Sustainability funds to address the impacts of COVID-19. The Council has
worked closely with the Government providing advice on the development and
implementation of these support measures. This has been in addition to the
investment made directly through the Council, including its response to COVID-19
and support for our cultural and creative industries.
Amid the depths of the pandemic, there have also been moments for celebration,
whether through the recognition of outstanding achievements through our Australia
Council, First Nations Arts and National Arts and Disability awards.
Having only recently joined the Board of the Australia Council, I would like to
acknowledge the stewardship provided by Sam Walsh AO during this challenging
period.
Drawing upon his extensive experience in business and a deep commitment to arts
and culture, Sam provided steady and considered leadership for the Australia
Council during a critical period in its development.
I also applaud the contribution of our former Deputy Chair, Miss Lee-Ann Tjunypa
Buckskin, and her strong and determined commitment to the advancement of First
Nations arts and culture during her period at the Australia Council.
It has been a demanding year for Council staff, who are passionate in their support
for Australian arts and culture and for all of those who work in the industry in many
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different capacities. I thank them for their resilience and commitment through this
period.
We approach the new financial year with realistic optimism that we will soon be
able to open up more than we have been able to in the recent past. Much has
been achieved in terms of supporting the sector through the recent impact of the
COVID-19 Delta variant. Much more will be achieved through our continued and
collaborative effort to reignite the cultural and creative industries.
I look forward to working with my colleagues on the Australia Council Board and
Council staff as we address the challenges and take up the opportunities to support
a vibrant, diverse and thriving cultural and creative sector for Australia.

Robert Morgan
Chair, Australia Council
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CEO report
In a year of unprecedented challenges for Australian arts and creativity, the Australia
Council has been resolutely focused on delivering against the objectives set out in
our corporate plan.
This is the second annual report under Creativity Connects Us, which informs our
advocacy, development and investment activities. The strategy has provided strong
foundations for our work, while also enabling us to respond effectively and quickly to
the challenges put in our path by COVID-19.
We have continued to champion the public value of investment in arts and creativity.
Indeed, the pandemic has only reinforced the importance of cultural and creative
participation for our economic and social well-being.
More Australians have turned to the arts and culture for comfort, connection and
inspiration during this period even though it may have been from their loungeroom
instead of being physically present in a gallery, theatre or festival crowd.
In addition to maintaining our core investment and development activities, we have
drawn upon our deep sector knowledge and experience to advise government on
responses to the profound impacts of COVID-19 on our creative and cultural
industries.
In particular, we have greatly valued the close and productive collaboration
throughout the year with our colleagues in the Office for the Arts and the Minister for
Communications, Urban Infrastructure, Cities and the Arts, the Hon Paul Fletcher
MP, as well as other government departments and agencies.
Our advocacy for Australian arts and culture has also been informed by the quality
and breadth of our research insights, industry consultations and conversations that
have been convened through the Australia Council, including our ‘In Conversation’
series which was delivered online.
A highlight of the year has been the progression of the new National Performing
Arts Partnership Framework which is delivering on the objectives set out by the
Commonwealth and state and territory ministers in their 2019 agreement. The new
framework provides greater diversity and a richer representation of our artistic and
creative talents, as well as ensuring more contestability and accountability for
performance.
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It has been especially pleasing to welcome eight new companies to the national
framework, including our first regionally-based companies from Queensland, Victoria
and Western Australia, as well as the first organisation from the Northern Territory.
During the year, we welcomed new colleagues, including Franchesca Cubillo who
joined Council as Executive Director of First Nations Arts and Culture, following
Lydia Miller’s retirement. I would like to place on record our deep appreciation for
Lydia’s strong leadership and advocacy on behalf of First Nations artists during
her tenure.
We also farewelled Dr Wendy Were who resigned from her role as Executive
Director, Advocacy and Development. She made a significant contribution to
strengthening our advocacy, research and partnerships in support of a strong and
thriving cultural and creative industry.
I would also like to place on record my great appreciation for the tireless commitment
of the Council’s leadership team and staff. Their professionalism and dedicated
support for Australian arts and culture has shone through even in the most
challenging circumstances.

Adrian Collette AM
Chief Executive Officer, Australia Council
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Agency overview
About the Australia Council
Our purpose
To champion and invest in arts and creativity to benefit all Australians.

Our role
The Australia Council (the Council) is the Australian Government’s principal
investment, development and advisory body. We support all facets of the creative
process and are committed to ensuring all Australians can enjoy the benefits of the
arts and feel part of the cultural life of this nation.

Our vision
Our vision is that Creativity Connects Us. In a creatively connected nation, creative
enterprise is entrenched across society, industry and government as the resource
that powers our social, cultural and economic success.
This vision is outlined in our five year strategy and corporate plan (2020–24)
published in January 2021. This is the Council’s second annual report under our
Creativity Connects Us strategy and performance framework.

Our strategic objectives
The Council’s performance aligns to five strategic objectives:1

1

●

Australians are transformed by arts and creativity

●

Our arts reflect us

●

First Nations arts and culture are cherished

●

Arts and creativity are thriving

●

Arts and creativity are valued.

Australia Council 2020, Creativity Connects Us: Corporate Plan 2020–2024, p.18-19
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Our legislation
The Australia Council was established by the Australia Council Act 1975. Following
independent review of the Council’s operations in 2012, the Australia Council Act
2013 commenced on 1 July 2013.

Our functions
As set out in section 9 of the Australia Council Act 2013, our functions are to:
●

support Australian arts practice that is recognised for excellence

●

foster excellence in Australian arts practice by supporting a diverse range
of activities

●

support Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts practice

●

support Australian arts practice that reflects the diversity of Australia

●

uphold and promote freedom of expression in the arts

●

promote community participation in the arts

●

recognise and reward significant contributions made by artists and other
persons to the arts in Australia

●

promote the appreciation, knowledge and understanding of the arts

●

support and promote the development of markets and audiences for the arts

●

provide information and advice to the Commonwealth Government on matters
connected with the arts or the performance of the Council’s functions

●

conduct and commission research into, and publish information about the arts

●

evaluate and publish information about the impact of the support the
Council provides

●

undertake any other function conferred on it by this Act or any other law
of the Commonwealth

●

do anything incidental or conducive to the performance of any of the
above functions.
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What we do
The Australia Council champions and invests in Australian arts and creativity through
an integrated suite of activities:
●

we invest in artists and organisations through peer assessed grants,
fellowships and awards that enable art to be created and experienced.

●

we deliver strategic sector development initiatives that build industry capacity,
networks and digital mobility and increase markets and audiences for
Australian creative work.

●

we advocate for the social, cultural and economic value of the arts and
creativity.

●

we provide advice to government on matters connected with the arts.

●

we manage government initiatives and frameworks in support of the arts.

●

we conduct research and analysis that deepens understanding of the role and
value of arts and creativity.

●

we collaborate with state, territory and local governments.

●

we partner with others to increase investment in and support for creativity.

Our programs and development initiatives are designed to be complementary,
supporting artists throughout their careers, increasing the public’s access to arts and
culture, and building the capacity and vibrancy of our national creative and cultural
industries – vital contributors to Australia’s culture, identity, society and economy.
As an investment, development and advisory body we work strategically and in
partnership with others. We leverage our networks and expertise to broker
connections, provide strategic advice, increase co-investment and build the profile
of Australian arts and creativity.
As a core priority the Council supports the artistic and cultural expressions of
Australia’s First Nations peoples, the longest continuous arts and culture makers on
earth. This forms part of our commitment to support and advocate for a proud and
distinctive Australian creative sector that reflects and celebrates Australia’s diversity,
the benefits of which are experienced by all Australians.
The Council’s commitment to diversity is embedded in all aspects of our work,
guided by our Cultural Engagement Framework and specific action plans. In 2020–
21 we continued to implement our Reconciliation Action Plan, aspiring to cultural
excellence in how we employ, engage and collaborate with First Nations peoples,
and an organisational culture that includes, involves, considers and respects First
Nations knowledge and perspectives, and embeds principles of self-determination.
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Our organisational structure
Figure 1: Australia Council organisational structure

Office of the CEO
The CEO is responsible to the Board for the day-to-day administration of the Council.
In conjunction with the Chair, the CEO liaises with the Minister concerning the
Australian Government arts policies and the Council’s budget, statutory powers and
functions. The CEO also liaises with the Office for the Arts in the Department of
Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Communications concerning
the Australian Government’s arts policies.
The Office of the CEO manages strategy and planning, government reporting and
secretariat support for the Board and its Committees and Panels. First Nations Arts
and Culture continues to sit within the office and lead arts and cultural strategies that
increase the appreciation, understanding and experience of First Nations arts.
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Arts investment
The Arts Investment division is responsible for our direct investment in arts and
creativity. This is delivered through multi-year investment, which includes Four Year
Funding and the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework; our applicant
focused grants programs for individuals, groups and organisations; awards and
fellowships; and delivery of government initiatives; all supported by high quality artist
and assessment services. This division plays a critical role in the Council’s advocacy
and strategic activity by delivering and measuring the impact of our investment,
culturally, socially and economically.

Advocacy and Development
The Advocacy and Development division leads the Council’s advocacy, research,
communications, government engagement, international and sector development
and capacity building. It builds sustainability in the cultural industries, undertakes
strategic research, analysis and evaluation, and invests in building the capacity of
creative organisations and individuals. Through strategic work at both the national
and international level, the division leverages sector and specialist knowledge to
deliver strategic projects, partnerships and activities that support creative
development and build audiences and markets for Australian arts and creativity.

Corporate Resources
Corporate Resources delivers specialist services in finance, budgeting and reporting;
business intelligence and analysis; human resources management; workplace health
and safety; business support; legal and governance; project controls and risk
management; and IT infrastructure and business information services, including
operations help desk facilities, records management, and facilities management.

Our location
The Australia Council is located at Level 5, 60 Union St Pyrmont Sydney.
When required staff were able to work remotely due to COVID-19. Effective,
productive and collaborative remote working has been facilitated by new business
systems implemented in 2018–19.
Although our office is Sydney-based, the Council champions and invests in arts and
creative activity across Australia and internationally (see Investment overview
figures: Investment by location).
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Ecologically sustainable development
The Australia Council is committed to reducing our environmental footprint.
Our office at Pyrmont has the following ecologically sustainable features:
●

office lights and air-conditioning operate on power-saving sensors

●

release station printers with energy saving mode

●

individual desk bins have been replaced with mini liner-free desktop bins

●

battery and stationery recycling initiatives

●

a soft-plastics recycling bin.

Due to the combination of ongoing home-based work arrangements and a return to
the office environment, paper consumption figures have continued to fall by 61%
compared to the same period of the previous year.
In January 2021, the Council received a 5.5 Star NABERS Energy Tenancy rating
recognising our ongoing commitment to environmental sustainability.

Energy consumption

1.

2017–2018

2018–2019

2019–20

2020–21

703,606 kwh

763,088 kwh

219,390 kwh1

72,396.20 kwh

Inclusive of both Surry Hills and Pyrmont offices when unoccupied during relocation period. July–
September 2019 at our Surry Hills address makes up 64% of the figure.

Paper consumption
Reams per year (80gsm paper)

2017–2018

2018–2019

2019–20

2020–21

975

949

454

176

Note: Measuring paper and recycling volumes is no longer possible due to Australia Council’s
location within an externally managed multi-tenanted building. Reduction in paper consumption is
largely attributed to the use of portable laptops and release station printers to the office environment.
As a result, recycling volumes are expected to be similarly affected.

This information is provided in accordance with section 516A of the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
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2020–21 at a glance

1.

The support comprises all direct investment programs delivered and administered by the Australia Council
and acquitted in 2020–21, including project grants, fellowships and awards, Four Year Funding, government
initiatives and the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework. This can include activity that was
funded in previous years. For multi-year investment organisations this includes activity carried out in the
2020 calendar year. It does not include our indirect investment in advocacy and development activity. Due
to the impacts of COVID-19, one multi-year investment organisation was unable to report in time to be
included in these results. The data was correct at 30 July 2021.

2.

The support comprises all direct investment programs delivered and administered by the Australia Council
and acquitted in 2020–21. This can include activity that was funded in previous years. For multi-year
investment organisations this includes activity carried out in the 2020 calendar year. It does not include our
indirect investment in advocacy and development activity. Due to the impacts of COVID-19, one multi-year
investment organisation was unable to report in time to be included in these results. The data was correct at
30 July 2021.
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Investment overview figures
Investment overview
Figure 2: Investment overview 2020–21

2015–16

2016–17

2017–18

2018–19

2019–20

2020–21

Four Year Funding1

22.6

29.0

29.5

28.7

28.1

29.7 2

National Performing
Arts Partnership
Framework3

107.8

109.1

111.0

113.6

115.4

120.3 4

Government
initiatives

15.4

14.1

24.4

20.2

15.5

18.4 5

Council grants and
initiatives

28.0

24.8

24.3

23.5

28.2

25.5 6

173.7

177.1

189.3

186.05

187.1

193.9

$ Millions

Grand total

Note: Totals may not add to 100% due to rounding.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Four Year Funding program commenced 1 January 2017. Prior to 2017, multi-year investment in small
to medium organisations was provided through the Key Organisations program.
Funding to Four Year Organisation increased because transition funding made to organisations exiting
cohort.
Prior to October 2019, referred to as Major Performing Arts.
Funding to National Performing Arts Partnerships Framework (NPAP) increased because 8 new
organisations added in framework.
Government allocated additional funding for Playing Australia.
There is decrease on Council's Grants Programs which explained by phasing out of Resilience Program.
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Four Year Funding
In 2020–21 the Council provided multi-year operational support to 139 small to
medium organisations through the Four Year Funding program, including two
strategic organisations and two territory orchestras. The Council also invests in the
small to medium sector through grants, strategic activity and government initiatives.

National Performing Arts Partnership Framework
On Friday 11 June 2021 the Australian Government announced eight new
organisations will join the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework, as
part of the Government’s investment in building a vibrant performing arts ecology.
In 2020–21 the Partnership Framework invested in 38 organisations in the fields
of dance, theatre, circus, opera and orchestral and chamber music.
The National Performing Arts Partnership Framework provides significant investment
in Australian performing arts for the benefit of Australian audiences. The National
Performing Arts Partnership Framework is administered by the Australia Council,
in partnership with all states and the Northern Territory. With the new entrants
joining, the investment provides ongoing support to 38 companies.

Government initiatives
The Australia Council delivers a range of funding on behalf of the Australian
Government through government initiatives that include the Major Festivals Initiative,
the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy, the Contemporary Touring Initiative, Playing
Australia and the Contemporary Music Touring Program.

Council grants and initiatives
Australia Council grants and initiatives support a diverse range of artists,
organisations, artistic practice and arts activity through the Council’s peer assessed
grants, fellowships and awards, and a wide range of strategic development activity
delivered nationally and internationally. In 2019–20 this includes the COVID-19
Resilience Fund.
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Grants and initiatives by area of practice
Figure 3: Grants and initiatives by area of practice 2020–21

$ Millions

2017–18

2018–19

2019–20

2020–21

First Nations arts

5.4

4.8

5.7

5.6

Community arts and cultural
development

6.2

6.0

6.4

6.1

Dance

6.7

6.2

6.0

5.1

Emerging and experimental arts

2.4

2.7

2.6

2.1

Literature

4.7

5.1

5.0

4.7

Multi-art form

9.5

7.0

4.3

4.9

Music

10.3

10.6

9.6

10.3

Theatre

15.5

14.1

15.4

16.1

Visual arts

13.7

12.7

14.0

13.8

3.8

3.2

2.8

4.9

78.2

72.4

71.8

73.6

Strategic development1
Grand total

Note: First Nations-led projects are funded through all areas of practice.
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Note: The investment comprises funding to project and career development grants (up to 2019–20),
Fellowships and Awards, Four Year Funding and government and strategic initiatives. An additional
$120.3 million was invested nationally through the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework.
Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
1.

This includes capacity building and national and international sector development. This also includes Sector
Recovery Initiatives ($2.4M) in 2020–21 as part of our response to COVID-19. It combines the categories
reported as ‘Career, development and other’ and ‘Market and audience development’ in 2016–17 and
2017–18. The Four Year Funding strategic organisations were reported in this category in 2017–18, and are
reported in ‘Multi-art form’ from 2018–19 onwards.
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Investment by location
Figure 4: Investment by location 2020–21

$ Millions

2017–18

2018–19

2019–20

2020–21

New South Wales

23.6

22.1

21.5

23.3

Victoria

20.0

18.6

19.0

19.3

Queensland

10.6

10.3

9.6

9.8

South Australia

7.4

6.7

6.4

6.4

Western Australia

5.6

5.6

5.6

6.0

Tasmania

3.4

2.7

2.9

2.0

Northern Territory

4.9

4.3

4.7

4.8

Australian Capital Territory

1.8

1.3

1.1

1.5

Overseas

0.9

0.8

1.0

0.6

78.2

72.4

71.8

73.6

Grand total

Note: Investment comprises funding to project and career development grants (up to 2019–20),
Fellowships and Awards, Four Year Funding and government and strategic initiatives. An additional
$120.3 million was invested nationally through the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework.
Note regarding methodology: This table is based on the location of the applicant/organisation’s
residence, meaning that touring activity is counted in the home state of the artist or organisation.
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Investment in regional Australia
Figure 5: Investment in regional Australia 2020–21

$ Millions

2017–18

2018–19

2019–20

2020–21

National Performing Arts Partnership
Framework

6.6

6.7

6.8

8.5

Government initiatives

3.0

1.4

1.1

1.5

Council grants and initiatives

5.0

4.8

6.1

4.8

Four Year Funding

6.8

6.9

6.9

7.0

21.4

19.9

20.9

21.8

Grand total

Note regarding methodology: This table is based on the location of the applicant/organisation’s
residence, meaning that touring activity is counted in the home state of the artist or organisation.
Note: Investment in Regional Australia does not include regional touring activities if applicant is not
based in regional Australia. The Government’s regional touring programs invested $10.5 million in FY
2020–21 (out of which $9.8m were to applicants not based in regional areas) compared to prior year’s
$6.3m.
Note Touring Programs: Playing Australia, The Contemporary Touring Initiative, and Contemporary
Music Touring Program.
Note: Five regional organisation transitioned from FYF to NPAP this year which leads to an increase
in regional NPAP funding. New regional NPAP organisations, Back to Back (Vic), Dance North (Qld),
Artback NT Inc (NT), Marrugeku Inc (WA) and Terrapin Puppet Theatre Ltd (TAS).
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Direct and indirect investment
Figure 6: Direct and indirect investment 2020–21

$ Millions

2019–20

2020–21

188.9

193.9

Indirect investment

14.2

13.5

Overhead and depreciation

11.0

10.5

214.0

217.9

Direct investment

Total expenses
Note: Totals may not add to 100% due to rounding.

Direct investment – includes our investment in the arts sector under funding agreements and our
program delivery expenses. This includes project and career development grants (up to 2019–20),
fellowships and awards, Four Year Funding, government initiatives, the National Performing Arts
Partnership Framework and the Resilience Fund.
Indirect investment – includes our investment in Australian arts and creativity through national and
international development activity, capacity building, research, the Venice Biennale project and other
strategic initiatives.
Overhead and depreciation – includes our operational costs such as our facilities, building,
corporate resources and IT as well as our Board and depreciation.
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Our response to COVID-19
Introduction
Although the arts and cultural industries, along with all Australians and
communities around the world, have experienced incomparable disruption
from the impacts of COVID-19, we have never lost sight of the enormous
public value of the arts for all Australians. Our creative sector will be
indispensable in helping to rebuild communities and our economy to assist
navigating Australia’s path out of the ongoing crisis. The disruption continues
to have devastating impacts for Australia’s cultural and creative workers and
industries, with the cancellation of events and programs across the country as
well as international engagements. The Council acknowledges the hardship
and isolation felt by the cultural and creative workforce at this time. While
there were some opportunities to come together in person over the last year,
we acknowledge the impacts of the temporary closure of arts organisations
and the cancellation of arts programs and events on the collective wellbeing of
all Australians.
Our organisation has focused significant effort and resources in responding to
the crisis throughout 2020–21. Some key activities are outlined below.

Advice to government
The Council has provided ongoing advice and analysis on the impacts of
COVID-19 on the cultural sector to:
●

the Office for the Arts in the Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional
Development and Communications

●

the Minister for Communications, Urban Infrastructure, Cities and the Arts

●

the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Communications and
the Arts inquiry into Australia’s creative and cultural industries and institutions.

The Council warmly welcomed the announcement of the Australian Government’s
additional support for the creative sector.
As a member of the Australian Government’s Creative Economy Taskforce,
our CEO Adrian Collette AM has provided extensive creative sector knowledge
and experience to support Australia’s cultural economy recovery. The Council is
a partner in delivering aspects of the Australian Government’s JobMaker program
for the creative economy.
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New investment for Playing Australia
In April 2021 the Minister for Communications, Urban Infrastructure, Cities and the
Arts announced an additional $5 million will be provided to the Australia Council for
Playing Australia Regional Recovery Investment 2021. $1.4 million of the additional
support was expended in 2020–21 with the remaining investment continuing in
2021–22.
Playing Australia is an important part of our shared work, making the performing arts
as accessible to as many Australians as possible reaching regional and remote
communities across Australia, recognising that Australians are transformed by arts
and creativity.
The additional investment announced by Minister Fletcher will have a very significant
impact in supporting artists, production and technical crews, venue staff, and all of
those local businesses which thrive when people are participating in and enjoying
wonderful cultural events and experiences.
In addition, to allow as many Australians to experience live performance where
possible, the Council will amend guidelines for Playing Australia responding to the
ongoing impacts of COVID-19 on the ability for organisations to tour their work.
These adjustments included:
●

allowing for flexibility within tours to include potential for state border closures

●

supporting additional costs which may be associated with COVID-19 during
touring such as cleaning, touring costs for understudies and costs for Personal
Protective Equipment

●

supporting costs associated with re-mounting a work, to be used to
demonstrably reduce the performance fee for a presenter or venue.

Research and analysis
●

The Council continued its research to understand changes in behaviours
and sentiments of audiences in the wake of the COVID-19. A collaboration
with five state agencies and an international team of researchers, the COVID19 Audience Outlook Monitor tracking study is designed to support important
decision-making about when to open venues again and resume programming
in spaces where people physically gather. Results are being published
progressively, with four phases of the research published in 2020–21.

●

The Council has undertaken thorough analysis of opportunities available for
artists, groups and organisations through the Australian Government’s
support packages, including JobKeeper.
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●

The Council continues to work closely with state and territory cultural
agencies, including sharing analysis and information regarding their support
programs.

First Nations arts and culture
●

The Council shared on its website the series of First Nations Roundtables for
arts and creative independents and organisations. This series shared the
knowledge and experiences put forward around navigating the COVID-19
challenge.

●

In December 2020, the Council announced the outcomes of the second round
of Cherish, a new pilot fund of $1.4 million in 2019–20 and 2020–21 to support
and invest in First Nations arts and cultural groups experiencing disruption due
to the COVID-19 pandemic. The fund was established in response to the needs
and priorities of the First Nations arts sector identified through sector
consultations, including weekly First Nations Roundtables attended by more
than 3,000 people. The Cherish pilot fund responded to the priorities of the
First Nations arts and culture community by supporting four streams of activity:

●

o

Living Libraries – supporting intergenerational transfer of cultural
knowledge

o

Creative Practice – supporting artistic creative expression

o

Creative Workforce – supporting the professional development of
artworkers in a digital world

o

Creative Entrepreneur – supporting new business models and the
long-term sustainability of careers for artists and art workers.

In May 2021, the Australia Council adapted the annual First Nations Arts
Awards ceremony, broadcasting the event in partnership with NITV in
response to public safety limits on physical gathering. The event was available
nationally and internationally.

Multi-year investment organisations
●

The Council worked collaboratively to provide advice to the Office for the Arts
and the Minister’s office in developing and delivering its response to COVID-19,
and strategic advice on applications for the RISE and COVID-19 Arts
Sustainability Funds.

●

The Council has communicated regularly with key multi-year investment
organisations across Australia to monitor the impacts of COVID-19 on their
viability and operational health and continues to communicate with state and
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territory agencies, and the federal government to provide robust advice
on the scale of investment required to support these organisations across
Australia.
●

We provided transition funding for organisations that were unsuccessful in
the very competitive Four Year Funding program (2021–24) at 70% of their
current funding levels for an additional year in 2021.

Continued flexible approach to existing contracts
●

For individuals and organisations with current Australia Council projects and
contracts in train, we continued to adopt a flexible approach in light of the
devastating impacts of COVID-19.

●

This included bringing forward payments, delaying or simplifying reporting
requirements, extending timelines for projects and allowing organisations to
re-purpose project funding to pay essential bills such as wages, rent or utilities.

Recovery and sector consultation
●

In July 2020, we released a new resource in our Re-Ignite suite – Re-activate:
beyond step three. This user-friendly resource provided industry protocols and
guidance for artists and organisations as restrictions ease and provide
essential advice regarding the next steps for the arts and cultural industry.

●

The Australia Council engaged with peak bodies, jurisdictions, health and other
stakeholders in the development of this work including specialist advice from
the Australian Health Protection Principles Committee (AHPPC) and the Chief
Medical Officer Group. It complies with the existing requirements of steps 2 and
3 of the Australian Government’s 3-Step Framework for a COVIDSafe
Australia.

●

The Council has been listening to arts and cultural organisations, peak bodies
and independent artists about the impacts of COVID-19 and the changes
needed to re-ignite arts and cultural activity across the country. Between
September and October 2020, we undertook a significant national sector
recovery consultation to gather the collective information to support the
sector in this period of evolution. We published the summary of the consultation
findings: Re-imagine: What next? in May 2021.
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Sector Recovery Initiatives
●

●

The Re-imagine: Sector Recovery Initiatives fund was offered in late 2020
to support the sector to re-imagine practice and business operations and test
ideas for a more resilient, equitable and thriving future. The investment was
offered under two streams:
o

Cultural and creative solutions

o

Industry collaborations.

The Council invested $2.4 million through the Sector Recovery Initiatives, with
the final outcomes of the initiatives to be shared with Australia’s cultural and
creative industries to continue the strength and sustainability of Australia’s arts
and culture into the future.

The COVID-19 Resilience Fund
●

In 2020–21 the Council invested an additional $1 million through the COVID-19
Resilience Fund established on 31 March 2020.

●

The Resilience Fund was created to provide immediate relief to Australian
artists, arts workers and arts organisations and support their livelihoods,
practice and operations, via three streams:

●

o

Survive – small grants for individuals, groups and organisations to
offset or recoup financial losses due to cancelled activity.

o

Adapt – grants for individuals, groups and organisations to adapt their
practice and explore new operating models.

o

Create – grants for individuals, groups and organisations to continue
to create artistic work and develop creative responses in a time
of disruption.

By the conclusion of the Resilience Fund the Council received in total
7,155 applications and were able to support 1,068 recipients with a total
of $7.4 million.
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Case study
Melbourne Digital Concert Hall (MDCH) received a Resilience Fund grant for a new
social enterprise to support the arts industry and lockdown audiences by streaming
high-quality concerts with all ticket proceeds going to the musicians themselves.
Launched on 27 March 2020, it has already generated over $50,000 in ticket sales
and confirmed 32 recitals, with many more in the pipeline. So far, all partners have
donated their time to support local artists. Australia Council funding helped cover
technical costs, enabling MDCH to keep delivering revenue and hope to artists in this
challenging time.

Melbourne Digital Concert Hall, Fidelio Quartet. Credit: Shinduk Kwoun.
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International activity
●

The loss of work and income from international opportunities has been
significant. This work includes touring, performing, exhibiting, publishing,
festival participation, collaborations, residencies and market development
activity.

●

As a result of COVID-19, all incoming visitor programs and outbound
mobility programs for 2020 and 2021 have been cancelled or postponed.
With all currently funded applicants, the Council is allowing grant management
relief which includes postponement of activity.

●

The cultural sector’s international success to date has relied on sustained
investment and a critical mass of artists travelling and connecting with peers
and audiences over decades. With international border closures, mobility
restrictions in place for the foreseeable future and social distancing measures
affecting the reopening of venues and festivals, it is anticipated that resumption
of international engagement may take several years, placing Australia’s cultural
success and excellent international reputation at risk. A key challenge over the
short to medium term will be to continue these connections without
physical mobility.
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Annual performance statements
Introduction
The Board of the Australia Council presents the 2020–21 annual performance
statements of the Australia Council, as required under paragraph 39(1)(a) of the
Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013 (PGPA Act). In the
Board’s opinion, these annual performance statements accurately reflect the
performance of the entity and comply with subsection 39(2) of the PGPA Act.

Map of performance information
Figure 7: Relationship between portfolio budget statements, corporate plan and
annual performance statements
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Analysis of performance against
our purpose
Our strategy and corporate plan, Creativity
Connects Us
This is the Council’s second annual report under our Creativity Connects Us
strategy and performance framework. The five year strategy was introduced through
our corporate plan (2019–2023) in August 2019.
Our purpose is to champion and invest in Australian arts and creativity to
benefit all Australians2. We do this through an integrated suite of programs and
activities (refer What we do p.10).
Creativity Connect Us continues our long term commitment to enabling artists and
cultural organisations to fully realise their creative potential and our commitment
to First Nations arts and cultures. It includes emphases on access and equity,
advocacy for the vital role of creativity, and developing and investing in arts and
creativity that connects with the many communities that make up contemporary
Australia.
Within a changing environment and in a year of unprecedented challenge
and disruption nationally and globally, the Council achieved our purpose
of championing and investing in Australian arts and creativity. The Council’s
achievements reflect the strength of our collaborative approach and deep sector
knowledge and networks, as well as our organisational agility and responsiveness.
Changes in the environment in 2020–21, and our response in ensuring we continued
to achieve our purpose, are outlined below.

Impacts of COVID-19
Necessary measures to protect Australians, including restrictions on public
gatherings and travel, have caused unprecedented disruption to our social and
economic life. In response to the pandemic, the cultural and creative industries were
heavily impacted. The Australian Government has provided support measures to
assist the cultural and creative industries to be resilient and creative in continuing to
connect Australians.
Despite encouraging signs that audiences are increasingly ready to reengage with live performance, during 2020–21 there were ongoing disruptions
and varied restrictions across the nation. Ongoing physical distancing, reduced

2

Australia Council Corporate Plan 2020–24 p. 4
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consumer confidence in purchasing tickets and public gatherings, and uncertainty
around domestic and international travel continued to have long lasting impacts.
However, the arts have been, and will be, critical as we seek to bring life back into
our cities, regions, culture and economy. The Council considers that our purpose
of championing and investing in Australian arts and creativity has never been
more important to our nation’s wellbeing and future success.
The capacity of the sector has been impacted by the circumstances created
by pandemic restrictions. In light of the pandemic the Council adjusted its
performance measures for this reporting period. These performance
statements should be reviewed within this context.

The Council’s continued response to COVID-19
Throughout 2020–21 opportunities and income for artists, participants and audiences
continued to be impacted by the ongoing disruptions of COVID-19. The Council’s
continued commitment to the cultural and creative industries included our ongoing
response to the critical situation faced by the Australian arts and culture sector.
Our response included the following ongoing activities through the year:
●

conducting research and analysis on the impact of COVID-19,
including tracking changes in behaviours and sentiments of
audiences over time to inform planning and decision-making

●

providing advice to government on the continuing impacts of COVID-19
on the cultural sector

●

facilitating dialogue between the cultural industry and government on issues
and concerns

●

reporting and grant condition relief for individuals and organisations who
had existing arrangements with the Council. This included bringing forward
grant payments

●

adjustments to Four Year Funding to keep as many organisations as
possible funded

●

reactivating the usual grants and initiatives, and concluding the responsive
Resilience Fund

●

offering targeted investment: Sector Recovery Initiatives in 2020–21
to re-imagine practice and operations and test ideas and models for a more
resilient, equitable and thriving future

●

providing specific support for First Nations artists through Cherish II fund
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●

providing on-line learning and digital support solutions for the cultural
sector on key topics to assist the sector navigate the immediate and long term
impacts of COVID-19

●

conducting weekly series of First Nations roundtables to discuss the
implications of COVID-19 for the First Nations sector

●

providing resources for the sector including the Re-activate protocols for the
arts and cultural industries.

A new framework to support the performing arts
On Friday 11 June 2021 the Australian Government announced eight new
organisations joined the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework, as
part of the Government’s investment in building a vibrant performing arts ecology.
The National Performing Arts Partnership Framework provides significant investment
in Australian performing arts for the benefit of Australian audiences. The National
Performing Arts Partnership Framework is administered by the Australia Council,
in partnership with all states and the Northern Territory. With the new entrants
joining, the investment provides ongoing support to 38 companies.
The Framework was launched by the Australian and all state and territory
governments in October 2019 to provide a cohesive and collaborative national
approach to sustainable arts funding into the future and to guide effective decision
making for the sector.

A note about our performance
Necessary measures to protect Australians from the COVID-19 pandemic have
impacted the cultural and creative industries throughout 2020–21. Anticipating the
influence of these impacts, Council adjusted the targets for the 2020–21
reporting period at the beginning of the pandemic and uncertain times. While
we have achieved almost all performance targets, this does not reflect the true
impact of the pandemic on the industry.
The impacts have begun to be recognised within the results of these Annual
Performance Statements. Due to the continued and significant enduring
impacts of COVID-19 on the cultural and creative industries, it is expected
that future results will reflect these challenges in forward reporting periods.
A number of our performance measures for non-multi-year investment activity
includes acquittal data received in 2020–21, which may capture activity undertaken
prior to the beginning of this period. For multi-year investment organisations acquittal
data includes activity carried out in the 2020 calendar year, which may capture some
months of pre-COVID-19 activity.
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For grants and initiatives, the Council has worked and continues to work with
applicants to assess the viability of projects in light of COVID-19 and to vary
and extend timelines as needed. This has impacted the rate of acquittals
during the reporting period.
The Council expects the impacts of COVID-19 to be ongoing and to further impact
the Council’s future reporting results.
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Summary of results
Figure 8: Summary of results against performance measures
Strategic
objective

Performance measure

Strategic
objective 1

Strategic
objective 2

Target

Result

Live attendances at Australia Council
supported activities each year*

9 million

Achieved
16.8 million

Digital engagement with Australia
Council supported activities
each year **

Developing
reporting
framework

On track

New Australian artistic works with a
public outcome (performed, exhibited,
published or recorded) supported each
year*

4,500

Achieved
6,491

The proportion of Australians agreeing
‘the arts are not really for people like
me’ as captured in the National Arts
Participation Survey (29% in 2019)3

No reporting

Reporting
scheduled
for 2023

Number of applications for culturally
diverse projects and events supported
and total amount invested each year4

200 applications
supported with
$8 million

Achieved
484
$21.8 million

Collecting and reporting diversity data
of multi-year investment organisations

Public reporting

Achieved

Monitoring and reporting on Australia
Council’s staff diversity5

Public reporting

Achieved

* Portfolio Budget Statement performance measure
** new measure introduced 2020–21
3
The National Arts Partnership Survey is conducted every three years, with no data to report within this reporting
period.
4
From 2020–21 this measure does not include applications from First Nations applicants unless they identify as
culturally and linguistically diverse. A specific performance measure for First Nations applications and investment
is included under strategic objective 3: First Nations arts and culture are cherished. The Australia Council
recognises that Australian identities are not singular and that there is ongoing debate about how to measure and
discuss cultural diversity. We are undertaking research and consultation to inform future data collection and
strategy. This will include a review of our Cultural Engagement Framework and this performance measure.
5
This performance measure has been updated since 2019–20, omitting Australia Council leadership from the
measure due to potential for individuals to be identified through reporting data.
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Strategic
objective

Strategic
objective 3

6

Performance measure

Target

Result

Conducting and publishing research
on the diversity of audiences, creative
work and the creative workforce

Relevant and
impactful research
is conducted or
published

Achieved

Monitoring and reporting on the
Australia Council’s diversity
performance, including diversity of
recipients of support from grants and
strategic programs

Public reporting

Achieved

Number of applications for First
Nations projects and events supported
and total amount invested each year**

180 applications
supported with $13
million investment

Achieved
317
$23.3 million

Supporting new works created by
First Nations artists and organisations
each year

500

Achieved
581

Live attendances at works by Australia
Council supported First Nations artists
and organisations in Australia each
year 6

200,000

Achieved
2.1 million

Live attendances at works by Australia
Council supported First Nations artists
and organisations overseas each year

No target or
reporting in
2020–21 due to
COVID-19

No set target
191,719

Digital engagement with activities
delivered by Australia Council
supported First Nations artists
and organisations each year**

Develop reporting
framework

On track

Evaluation of the Australia Council’s
Reconciliation Action Plan (and
associated metrics) and developing
and enacting the plan for 2021–24

Evaluation is
complete and the
new plan is being
developed

Delayed

Live attendance performance measures for Australian and overseas attendees for First Nations projects and
events supported has been separated for the period 2020–21, and for future reporting.
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Strategic
objective
Strategic
objective 4

Strategic
objective 5

Performance measure

Target

Result

New Australian artworks supported
each year*

5,700

Achieved
8,768

Total amount invested in projects
creating new Australian artwork each
year*

$7.5 million

Achieved
$10.7 million

Number of initiatives delivered each
year that strengthen ties with other
countries*

10

Achieved
26

Number of countries where Australia
Council supported arts activities are
delivered each year*

20

Achieved
33

Number of international attendances at
Australia Council supported activity
each year

No target or
reporting in
2020–21 due to
COVID-19

No set target
4.1 million

Analysing stakeholder perceptions of
how the Australia Council is working
alongside them to deliver value

Planning next
stakeholder survey

Too early to
report

Convening or leading relevant and
impactful forums or public events
each year

Relevant and
impactful forums or
public events are
convened or led

Achieved

Delivering impactful and relevant
research projects each year

Relevant and
impactful research
is conducted or
published

Achieved
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Strategic objective 1: Australians are
transformed by arts and creativity
Performance Live attendances at Australia Council supported activity each year
measure
Target

9 million

Results

Achieved
16.8 million (down from 21.1 million in 2019–20)

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.23, PBS 2020–21 Program 1.1 p.109

Analysis

Necessary distancing measures and reoccurring closure of venues
to protect Australians from the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the
cancellation or postponement of events and programs throughout 2020–
21. Audience attendance at arts and cultural events has been
impacted by reoccurring lockdowns and restrictions around the country.
This trend is present nationwide, even for audiences in areas that have
not experienced significant outbreaks.7
For grants and initiatives, the Council worked with applicants to assess
the viability of projects in light of COVID-19 and to vary and extend
timelines as needed.
The significant impacts on live attendances will continue to be evident in
the next reporting period.
In the current reporting period, Australia Council supported arts activities
generated 16.8 million attendances across Australia8. This indicates
a 20.6% (4.4 million) decrease when compared to the prior year.
Activities engaged Australians through a range of paid and free
experiences. Audiences ranged from intimate gatherings participating
in a virtual reality project through to large scale multi-arts festivals and
regional and national tours by artists or companies.

7
8

Patternmakers 2021, COVID-19 Audience Outlook Monitor March 2021 Snapshot report.

The support comprises all direct investment programs delivered and administered by the Australia Council and
acquitted in 2020–21, including project grants, fellowships and awards, Four Year Funding, government
initiatives and the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework. This can include activity that was funded in
previous years. For multi-year investment organisations this includes activity carried out in the 2020 calendar
year. It does not include our indirect investment in advocacy and development activity. Due to the impacts of
COVID-19, one multi-year investment organisation was unable to report in time to be included in these results.
The data was correct at 30 July 2021.
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Live attendance at performing arts events has decreased by 58% from
5.0 million in 2019–20 to 2.1 million in 2020–21, particularly in the areas
of practices of music and theatre.
Visual arts generated 9.8 million attendances during the reporting period,
an increase from 7 million in 2019–20.
80% of the total attendances relate to exhibitions (13.6 million).
This includes major exhibitions such as the 22nd Biennale of Sydney
(1.9 million) and public programs by the Brisbane Festival and Institute
of Modern Art (1.3 million) where artwork was exhibited on public
infrastructure such as bridges, buildings and public phone boxes, and
Red Room Poetry where poetry was exhibited in places such as botanic
gardens, trains and buses (3.5 million).
There was decrease of 38% in attendances at workshops, classes and
seminars, 1.1 million down from 1.8 million in 2019–20. 47% (531,000)
of the attendances this year were from visual arts practice, and 16%
(183,000) from First Nations Arts and Culture. Events such as the
Biennale of Sydney and Design Canberra attracted a larger number
of attendees, 310,000 & 85,000 respectively.
Further analysis is provided after this results’ table, including strategies
and activities to invest in and develop arts experiences for Australians.
Performance Digital engagement with Australia Council supported activities each
measure
year9
Target

Developing reporting framework (new measure introduced 2020–21)

Results

On track

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.23

Analysis

A large proportion of Australians engage with the arts online (82%, up
from 76% in 2016)10. Recent research into the behaviours and sentiments
of Australian arts audiences found that ‘47% were engaging online more
frequently during the pandemic’ and ‘66% of those engaging more,
planned to continue’.11
Over four in ten (44%) audience members continue to participate in arts
and culture online and 52% see a role for digital experiences in their lives
long-term.12

9

New measure introduced in 2020-21 to capture the increasing mode of Australian’s engagement with arts and
creative activities.
10
Australia Council 2020, Creating Our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey
11
Patternmakers 2021, COVID-19 Audience Outlook Monitor March 2021 Snapshot report.
12
Patternmakers 2021, COVID-19 Audience Outlook Monitor July 2021 Snapshot report.
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In 2021, the Council added a supplement to annual statistical reporting
to gain an understanding of the ways in which multi-year investment
organisations adjusted their programming to digital and online activity
during the pandemic. This data will help to inform the Council’s
developing digital engagement reporting framework.
Performance New Australian artistic works with a public outcome (performed,
measure
exhibited, published or recorded) each year
Target

4,500

Results

Achieved
6,491 (down from 7,855 in 2019–20)

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.23, PBS 2020–21 Program 1.1 p.109

Analysis

The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the cancellation or postponement of
performances and exhibitions throughout 2020–21. These impacts are
beginning to be recognised within the results for this measure which
is based on activity acquitted in 2020–21. For multi-year investment
organisations this includes activity carried out in the 2020 calendar year.
For grants and initiatives, the Council worked with applicants to assess
the viability of projects in light of COVID-19 and to vary and extend
timelines as needed.
The Council has received far fewer acquittals for grants and initiatives
that presented new work during 2020–21 than in the previous year
(300 compared to 564). The significant impacts on performances and
exhibitions may be more evident in the next reporting period.
In the current reporting period, the Australia Council supported 6,491
new artistic works that had a public outcome through an exhibition,
performance, publication or recording,13 down from 7,855 in the previous
year.
This included 420 new literary works published in four editions of Meanjin
Quarterly and Meanjin blog, and 400 new traditionally and digitally printed
art works by artist Emily Hunt who presented these works across three
exhibitions in Berlin and Australia.
Further analysis is provided after this results table, including strategies
and activities to invest in and develop arts experiences for Australians.

13

The support comprises all direct investment programs delivered and administered by the Australia Council and
acquitted in 2020–21. This can include activity that was funded in previous years. For multi-year investment
organisations this includes activity carried out in the 2020 calendar year. It does not include our indirect
investment in advocacy and development activity. Due to the impacts of COVID-19, one multi-year investment
organisation was unable to report in time to be included in these results. The data was correct at 30 July 2021.
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Performance The proportion of Australians agreeing ‘the arts are not really for
measure
people like me’ as captured in the National Arts Participation Survey
(29% in 2019)
Target

No reporting

Results

Reporting scheduled for 2023
29% of Australians held this perception in 2019

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.23

Analysis

Results of the National Arts Participation Survey show that in 2019, 29%
of Australians agreed ‘the arts are not really for people like me.’14 This is a
slight increase, up from 26% in 2016.15 The Council aims to reverse this
trend over the next five years.
Interestingly, some of those who hold the most positive attitudes to the
arts and public funding, such as First Nations respondents and those
living with disability, are also more likely to feel ‘the arts are not for me’.
Overall, more Australians recognise positive impacts of the arts in their
lives and communities. More now agree that ‘there are plenty of
opportunities for me to get involved in the arts’ (47%, up 10 percentage
points from 37% in 2016) and prior to COVID-19, an increasing proportion
of Australians were attending the arts, engaging online and participating
creatively in the arts themselves.
Further analysis is provided after this results table, including strategies
and activities to engage Australians in arts and creativity and key
achievements.

14

Australia Council 2020, Creating Our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey.
For consistency with the 2019 methodology, 2016 figures are reported for the online sample only and may
differ from those published in the previous National Arts Participation Survey report, Connecting Australians.
15
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Analysis against strategic objective 1
The Australia Council is committed to enabling more opportunities for
Australians to be captivated by, and inspired through, experiencing the arts.
In 2020–21 we delivered a range of direct investment and advocacy and
development initiatives to:
●

support engaging arts experiences

●

expand access to arts experiences

●

support the digital mobility of Australian arts and creativity

●

promote arts experiences in daily life.

Key strategies, activities and achievements and further analysis are provided below.

Our direct investment
●

16

Through our peer assessed grant programs the Council invested in
transformative creative activities that enrich and connect our communities.
We offered the following peer assessed grant programs in 2020–21:
o

Four Year Funding for Organisations

o

Arts Projects for Individuals and Groups

o

Arts Projects for Organisations

o

Fellowships.

●

Our grant rounds are extremely competitive, and we receive many high
quality and ambitious proposals. In our two regular grants rounds in 2020–21
we received 2,498 applications for arts projects, grants and fellowships, with
506 approved. Among the works funded were creative projects focused on
wellbeing, health and connecting Australians. The Council has worked with
applicants to assess the viability of projects in the context of COVID-19 and
will continue to assist artists to vary and extend timelines as needed.

●

Our Four Year Funding program invested in 139 organisations in 2020–21
and the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework invested in
38 National Partnership Organisations.16 These multi-year investment

95 organisations were successful in the Four Year Funding for Organisations 2021–2024 round. 8 of these
organisations have transitioned to the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework. Contract extensions of
twelve months were provided for 48 organisations that received Four Year Funding 2017–2020 but were not
successful for 2021–2024, providing additional time for them to recalibrate their organisations and make plans for
the future. The additional funding for 2021 was at a reduced level (approximately 70%). In addition, 2 territory
orchestras and 2 strategic organisations are supported through four year funding agreements.
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organisations provided high quality arts experiences to Australians in both
metro and regional communities and delivered significant public value to the
nation – from the intrinsic value of enriching arts experiences, through to
broader social, economic and cultural impacts.
●

Multi-year investment organisations delivered rich and extensive programs
to support and promote creativity in unexpected places and communities during
the challenges of COVID-19 restrictions. For example, Sydney Dance
Company quickly developed an accessible online dance class program
providing ongoing community engagement and contributed to community
connection as well as physical and mental wellbeing. Between 2019–20 and
2020–21 the number of new Australian artworks with a public outcome by
multi-year investment organisations decreased due to the pandemic from
2,089 to 1,683.

●

The Australia Council administers a range of investments on behalf of the
Australian Government, including peer assessed national touring programs
that focus on increasing access to high quality arts experiences for all
Australians. In 2020–21 the Council delivered:

●

o

$1.5 million through the Major Festivals Initiative, supporting the
commissioning, development and showcasing of ambitious performing
art works for Australia’s major festivals. The Confederation of
Australian International Arts Festivals selects projects for support,
providing a curatorial hothouse to nurture exceptional new works.

o

$9 million through Playing Australia, providing grants to tour
professionally produced performing arts to regional and remote
communities and increase the audience reach of Australian arts.
The two Playing Australia rounds in 2020–21 attracted 63 applications
and delivered 32 successful grants.

o

$0.9 million through the Contemporary Music Touring Program,
assisting Australian musicians to tour original contemporary music to
regional and remote areas and connect with audiences across the
country. The two rounds in 2020–21 attracted 90 applications and
delivered 39 successful grants.

In April 2021 the Minister for Communications, Urban Infrastructure, Cities and
the Arts announced an additional $5 million would be provided to the Australia
Council for the Playing Australia Regional Recovery Investment 2021 making
the performing arts as accessible to as many Australians as possible reaching
regional and remote communities across Australia.
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●

Given the ongoing impacts of COVID-19 on touring activity, the Council
provided flexibility by offering extensions to existing timelines; removing
requirements to meet audience or geographic indicators; varying the purpose
or outcomes of projects; and allowing repurposing of grant money to pay
essential bills such as wages or artist fees.

●

In July 2020 the Australian Government announced a new commitment of
$250,000 for the Australia Council to deliver First Nations music grants through
the Indigenous Contemporary Music Program in 2020–21. This investment
supported:
o

Musicians and band support: 11 projects delivered by individuals,
groups and organisations.

o

First Nations Music Industry Partnerships: five projects delivered by
organisations.

(For more on the Indigenous Contemporary Music Program see analysis
against strategic objective 3).

Our advocacy and development
●

Through our research, including our National Arts Participation Survey
and Electorate Profiles, we provide a comprehensive picture of Australians’
evolving relationship with the arts in their daily lives. In August 2020, the
Council published results of our 2019 National Arts Participation Survey
in Creating Our Future. Based on a nationally representative sample of 8,928
Australians, the survey provides vital insights on the power of the arts to build
wellbeing and social cohesion and on connections of arts and creativity in
health, tourism and education – areas that will be critical as our nation recovers
and looks to the future. The survey results also provide a benchmark of
Australians’ arts engagement before the impacts of the pandemic, providing
much needed information as doors reopen, audiences are rebuilt and the
cultural and creative industries are re-activated.

●

Published in October 2020, our research Cultivating Creativity: A study of
the Sydney Opera House’s Creative Leadership in Learning Program in
schools, delivers powerful evidence of the ways in which creative learning
approaches can build confidence, improve academic engagement, positively
impact the culture of a school and enhance a sense of community. The
research also demonstrates the value of arts and creative activities for
anticipating times of challenge and change. Creative methodologies can
equip both students and the teaching community with the skills and capabilities
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required to meet difference, difficulty and the previously unimaginable with
confidence. (For a full list of 2020–21 research projects published see analysis
against strategic objective 5).
●

●

In 2020–21 the Council partnered with ABC RN and the University of
Melbourne to work collaboratively on strategic advocacy and professional
development of the sector. Announced in July 2020, the ABC Top 5 Arts
Media Residents are:
o

Rose Montgomery – Freelance stage and costume designer

o

Jacqui Alexander – Intersection of architecture with art, media, politics
and economics

o

Kerri Ann Foweraker – Independent screen writer and director

o

Beau de Belle – Architecture

o

Joanne Choueiri – Visual arts and architecture

During 2020–21, the Council provided support for the digital mobility of
Australian arts and creativity through Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
engagement:
o

Total impressions: 1,682,111

o

Total engagements: 230,556
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CASE STUDY
Inventi Ensemble
Arts and creativity can save expenditure and provide returns on investment across
health services and social care, helping meet pressing challenges to our nation’s
health and wellbeing. The arts have been shown to improve quality of life in myriad
ways, including increasing mental wellbeing; decreasing anxiety and depression;
helping communities recover from trauma and increasing social inclusion.
Inventi Ensemble are a leading force in Australian chamber music based in
Melbourne. A focus for Inventi Ensemble has been their work in audience
engagement and community outreach, clearly demonstrating how Australians are
transformed by arts and creativity.
They have years of experience performing in ages centre and recently moved to live
streaming online performances into aged care centres to provide interaction with
residents during a time when access to live music is limited.
The live streamed concerts involve a variety of classical music tailored to the
residents at each aged care centre with live interaction an important part of the
experience. The organisation provides the support needed for the aged care centre
to present the event.

Inventi Ensemble. Credit: Inventi Ensemble.
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“What it all boils down to is the human element and the live interaction – the
residents were absolutely rapt. Such a wonderful and different thing than watching a
pre-recorded thing off YouTube. The live element felt really social to the residents.
The fact that you were talking directly to them felt really special, they felt seen and
included.” – Feedback from a staff member in aged care
The musicians and creative workers in Inventi Ensemble feel similarly transformed
by the experience with a platform to express their passion for chamber music to an
engaged audience. In addition, the ongoing connections between the musicians
and aged care residents builds meaningful relationships – whether through
returning to perform specific music requested by a resident or continuing to connect
socially online.
The Council supports Inventi Ensemble through arts projects for organisations
funding.
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Strategic objective 2: Our arts reflect us
Performance Number of applications for culturally diverse projects and events
measure
supported and total amount invested each year.
Target

200 applications supported with $8 million

Results

Achieved
484 applications supported with funding of $21.8 million17

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.27, PBS 2020–21 Program 1.1 p.109

Analysis

In 2020–21, fuelling diversity and connection through Australian arts, the
Australia Council provided $21.8 million to support 484 applications for
culturally diverse projects or events. This encompassed applications from
artists who self-select as culturally or linguistically diverse (CALD);
organisations with CALD people as their organisation demographic;
projects with CALD creative control; and projects targeted to CALD
audiences or participants.18 A range of activity was supported such as the
creation, presentation and touring of work (where possible without
COVID-19 restrictions); recordings and publications; masterclasses /
workshops and other learning and community engagement activities; as
well as operational funding for multi-year investment organisations.
This performance measure is based on funding delivered and
administered in the financial year. The results are not directly comparable
to those reported last year ($24.1 million invested in 960 applications) due
to a change in methodology. From 2020–21, these results do not include
successful applications from First Nations individuals or organisations
unless they have also self-selected as CALD. In addition, the total number
of applications supported in 2019–20 was also impacted by the high
number of applications received through the COVID-19 response
Resilience and Cherish Funds.
The Council has invested $12.3 million in 390 culturally diverse projects
through our Grants and Initiatives which represents 56% of the overall
investment. $3.2 million was invested in 67 culturally diverse projects
through Government Initiatives, and $6 million has been invested in 29
culturally diverse projects through the Four Year Funded organisations.

17

As noted above projects that have indicated creative control and primary intended audience as First Nations
were considered within the culturally diverse results in 2019–20 but are no longer included. Funding of $1.5m to
Major Festival Initiatives (MFI) included in 2019–20 results are not included this reporting cycle as not all projects
in MFI target culturally diverse audiences.
18
The support comprises all funding delivered and administered by the Australia Council paid in 2020–21.
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Further analysis is provided after this results table, including strategies
and activities to increase diversity and equity in Australian arts and key
achievements.
Performance Collecting and reporting on diversity data of multi-year investment
measure
organisations
Target

Public reporting

Results

Achieved
Published in Towards Equity: A research overview of diversity in
Australia’s arts and cultural sector (2021)

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.27

Analysis

Aggregated data on the leadership of Australia Council multi-year
investment organisations was published in Towards Equity: A research
overview of diversity in Australia’s arts and cultural sector in June 2021.
The Council is considering future reporting to provide regular insights into
the diversity of multi-year investment organisations.
Further analysis is provided after this results table, including strategies to
increase diversity in our creative workforce and across Australia Council
activities.
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Performance Monitoring and reporting on the Australia Council’s staff diversity19
measure
Target

Public reporting

Results

Achieved
Published in the annual report (see Management of human resources)
and Towards Equity: A research overview of diversity in Australia’s arts
and cultural sector (2021)

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.27

Analysis

Commitments to equity, equal employment opportunity, Reconciliation
and accessibility are embedded in specific action plans as well as across
the Council’s workplace policies and systems.
The Council reports on the representation of staff in equal employment
opportunity groups in our annual report (see Management of human
resources). This information is gathered at commencement of
employment and analysed as at 30 June for the annual report.
In addition, the Australia Council partnered with the Diversity Council
Australia in 2019 to participate in the Suncorp Inclusion@Work Index, a
two-yearly survey on the inclusiveness of Australian businesses. The
results of this survey are published in the Towards Equity report. The
Council was recognised as an Inclusive Employer for 2019–2020 and will
participate in the next iteration of the Inclusion@Work survey offered in
2021–22.

Performance Conducting and publishing research on the diversity of audiences,
measure
creative work and the creative workforce
Target

Relevant and impactful research is conducted or published

Results

Achieved

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.27

Analysis

In 2020–21, the Australia Council had a number of research projects in
the field, in development or published that help build the evidence base
about the diversity of audiences, creative work and the creative
workforce.

19

This performance measure has been updated since 2019–20, omitting Australia Council leadership from the
measure due to potential for individuals to be identified through reporting data.
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These included:
•

Creating Our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation
Survey, published August 2020. This was the fourth in the Council’s
landmark series exploring Australians’ engagement with the arts and
attitudes towards the arts. In this iteration, targeted methods were
used to ensure better representation of young Australians; regional
and remote First Nations communities; communities for whom
language might be a barrier to participation in the survey;
and Australians with intellectual disability.

•

The Gender Pay Gap Among Australian Artists: Some preliminary
findings, published November 2020. This report by David Throsby,
Katya Petetskaya and Sunny Y. Shin from the Department of
Economics, Macquarie University was conducted in consultation with
the Australia Council for the Arts. It investigates the possible causes
of the ongoing gender pay gap in the arts.

•

Towards Equity: A research overview of diversity in Australia’s arts
and cultural sector, published in June 2021. This report brings
together published and unpublished data and research to assess
equity among audiences and participants, artists, the cultural and
creative workforce, cultural leaders and among Australia Council
investment and staff. It presents information for eight focus groups or
demographics in the Australian community: First Nations people;
cultural and linguistic diversity; people with disability; gender;
LGBTIQ+ people; Australians living in regional and remote locations;
children and young people; and older people.

Research underway includes analysis of data from the Australian
Consortium for Social and Political Research Incorporated (ACSPRI)
national study on social inequality, analysis of access and equity in the
online sphere and an Australian Research Council (ARC) Linkage
Partnership exploring the evolution of Disability Arts in Australia.
See Analysis against Strategic objective 5: Arts and creativity are valued
for more on the Council’s research program.
Performance Monitoring and reporting publicly on the Australia Council’s
measure
diversity performance, including diversity of recipients of support
from grants and strategic programs
Target

Public reporting

Results

Achieved
Diversity of recipients of support from grants was published in Towards
Equity: A research overview of diversity in Australia’s arts and cultural
sector (2021)
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Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.27

Analysis

Data on the representation of different groups among recipients of key
Australia Council grants programs was published in Towards Equity:
A research overview of diversity in Australia’s arts and cultural sector
in June 2021. Several targeted, short-term and strategic programs are
not currently included in this data. Work is underway to support future
reporting of diversity among recipients of these programs.
Further analysis is provided after this results table, including strategies
to increase diversity in our creative workforce, and performance on the
Council’s Cultural Engagement Framework across Council activities.

Analysis against strategic objective 2
The Australia Council is committed to supporting equity in our creative expression,
workforce, leaders and audiences.
In 2020–21 we delivered a range of direct investment and advocacy and
development initiatives to:
●

enable activity that connects communities

●

support creative work that reflects contemporary Australia

●

support increased diversity in our creative workforce

●

promote diversity across Australia Council activities.

Key strategies, activities and achievements and further analysis are provided below.

Our direct investment
●

In October 2019, the Federal, state and territory governments agreed to the
new National Performing Arts Partnership Framework. The new Framework
delivers a clear approach to prioritising shared outcomes for public benefit. In
June 2021 eight new organisations joined the Partnership Framework. The new
entrants exemplify the diversity of artistic excellence and imagination that was
envisaged for the new Partnership Framework. We worked closely and
collaboratively with our colleagues in state and territory governments to bring
this vision to life. The new entrants include our first national partnership
organisation from the Northern Territory, and an additional four organisations
based in regional areas (including Queensland, Victoria, Western Australia and
Tasmania), making the new Partnership Framework a truly national
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undertaking embracing our most remote First Nations communities through
to our regional centres and major cities.

20

●

Our Re-imagine: Sector Recovery Initiatives fund was offered
in acknowledgment of the significant forces of change and evolution facing the
cultural and creative industries. This investment supports Australia’s cultural
and creative industries to re-imagine practice and operations and test ideas
and models for a more resilient, equitable and thriving future. Artists and
organisations were asked to respond to key priority areas for recovery
(including equity and justice, mobility and exchange, resilience, health and
wellbeing, leadership and digital) aimed at building a more resilient, sustainable
and equitable future for the cultural and creative industries. A total of 40
applications were supported with $2.4 million through the Cultural and Creative
Solutions and Industry Collaborations streams. The investment through the
fund includes strong support for First Nations arts and cultural organisations
and organisations working with people with disability.

●

In 2020–21 we continued to increase program content translated into Easy
English and held internal Easy English training sessions for staff.

●

The Council’s Disability Action Plan (DAP) Working Group undertook work
to review and extend the accessibility of key systems and processes used by
Australia Council applicants, peers, industry advisors and staff.

●

The Council continued improvement in the accessibility of our grants
programs, which remains an ongoing commitment, and grant applicants can
submit applications in a range of accessible formats. We invest in outreach and
engagement with applicants and peers across the diversity priority areas of our
Cultural Engagement Framework.20

●

The Council works closely with state and territory jurisdictions, local
government authorities, arts service organisations and a wide range of internal
and external key stakeholders to deliver targeted bespoke grant information
sessions. Due to travel restrictions and the disruptions due to COVID-19,
outreach in this way was not possible. In 2020–21, in addition and as part of
the suite of public forums delivered by Council, outreach was delivered through
a range of activities delivered by sector development, and the capacity building
and international teams, in addition to the artist services and arts investment
teams.

See: https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/programs-and-resources/cultural-engagement-framework/
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●

Our peer assessment model implemented in 2014 has enabled greater
geographic, demographic, artistic and cultural diversity among our expert
peers, strengthening both the arms-length assessment process and enriching
the Council’s sector knowledge. In April 2021, the Council refreshed the pool of
peers used to assess applications to our investment programs. 579 peers
(from 898 applications) have been appointed to the pool for a 3-year period,
concluding in May 2024. Of the peer assessors used to assess our grants
rounds in 2020–21, 22% of peers were First Nations, 22% identified as
culturally and linguistically diverse, 30% were from regional or remote Australia
and 7% identified as a person with disability.

21

●

The 91 organisations receiving Four Year Funding (2021–2024) include
strong representation from regional Australia, First Nations-led organisations,
and companies that are producing and touring disability-led and mixed-ability
arts practice and includes companies with a focus on building social cohesion
in communities.21

●

We again opened applications for our Arts and Disability Mentoring
Initiative 2019–21 in April 2021, a three year strategic investment in artists with
disability. The grants are designed to support collaborations that fuel ambition,
embolden ideas and innovation, build networks and capacity, and strengthen
future works. Seven grants of $30,000 each were awarded in 2020–21. This
targeted investment is informed by Australia Council research highlighting the
importance of role models and mentors, and of disability-led practice.

●

We awarded two new prestigious National Arts and Disability Awards on the
International Day of People with Disability in December 2020, to Emily
Crockford and Gaelle Mellis. The Council partnered with Arts Access Australia
(AAA) on our 2020 Arts and Disability Awards supporting the Arts Access
Australia’s National Leadership Award to recipient Abbie Madden. These
awards celebrate and acknowledge the achievements of trail blazers and
leading lights at all stages of career development. It was a powerful, important
and moving celebration acknowledging three outstanding artists.

95 organisations were successful in the Four Year Funding for Organisations 2021–2024 round. 8 of these
organisations have transitioned to the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework. In addition, 2 territory
orchestras and 2 strategic organisations are supported through four year funding agreements.
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Our advocacy and development
●

The Council champions and invests in diverse intersectional communities
through a broad range of programs and strategies. Our commitment to diversity
is embedded across our work, guided by our Cultural Engagement
Framework, and by specific action plans including our Reconciliation Action
Plan (2018–21) and our Disability Action Plan (2017–19). We are currently
reviewing our Cultural Engagement Framework and developing a new Disability
Action Plan.

●

The Council has been listening to arts and cultural organisations, peak bodies
and independent artists about the impacts of COVID-19 and the changes
needed to re-ignite arts and cultural activity across the country. Between
September and October 2020, we undertook a significant national sector
recovery consultation to gather the collective information to support the
sector in this period of evolution. We published the summary of the consultation
findings: Re-imagine: What next? in May 2021.

●

In June 2021 the Council released Towards equity: a research overview of
diversity in Australia’s arts and cultural sector. This important research
report brings together published and unpublished data and research on
representation within the arts and cultural sector in Australia. It assesses
equity among audiences and participants, artists, the cultural and creative
workforce, cultural leaders and among Australia Council investment and staff.
The research shows that while much work has been done, much more work
lies ahead. The report provides analysis of Council grants offered over the
2015–19 period, notably:
o First Nations applications account for 7% of successful applications
from individuals.
o Organisations that are First Nations-led, and-or with First Nations
as their organisation demographic account for 12% of successful
applications.
o Applicants who self-select as culturally and linguistically diverse
(CALD) account for 12% of successful applications from individuals.
o Organisations with CALD people as their organisation demographic
account for 8% of successful applications.
o Applications with disability account for 5% of successful applications
from individuals.
o Organisations with people with disability as their organisation
demographic account for 3% of successful applications.
o Women account for 58% of successful applications from individuals.
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o Successful applicants who do not identify as women or men or prefer
not so say account for 3% of successful applications.
o LGBTIQ+ applicants account for 13% of successful applications from
individuals.
o Applicants living in regional and remote areas account for 15% of
successful applications from individuals.
o Organisations located in regional and remote areas account for 26% of
successful applications.
o Applicants aged under 25 years account for 3% of successful
applicants from individuals
o Organisations with children and young people as their demographics
account for 13% of successful applications.
o Applicants aged over 65 years account for 3% of successful
applications from individuals.
●

In addition to the Towards equity research, during the year we undertook a
range of research on the diversity of audiences, creative work and the creative
workforce, outlined in the Analysis of strategic objective 5.

●

Within all our leadership programs, the Council encourages applications from
people who identify as First Nations, from culturally and linguistically diverse
backgrounds, people with disability, and people living in regional and remote
areas. We actively work with individuals to support access needs – including
childcare, cultural practices, financial and/or learning access needs as required.
We have significantly increased our ability to support participants with disability,
particularly with online engagement over 2020–21.

●

There is increased diversity of representation among artists and organisations
supported through the Council’s International Arts Strategy 2015–2020,
particularly for programs in North Asia, South and Southeast Asia and Europe.
This has been achieved through targeted outreach to artists and communities
traditionally underrepresented in the strategy, particularly culturally and
linguistically diverse artists and artists with disability.

●

The Council has ongoing and regular conversations with counterpart agencies
in New Zealand, Singapore, Canada, the United States and England, sharing
good practice in advocacy, diversity, research, measurement and
investment.
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Case study
Lucy Newton, South Australian Playwrights Theatre

South Australian Playwrights Theatre. Credit: John Newton.

The shared stories and creativity of millions of diverse peoples who call Australia
home promote respect and empathy, and powerfully connect us to a global
community. Australians increasingly agree that the arts allow us to connect with
others, help us understand perspectives that are different to our own and impact our
understanding of other people and cultures. All Australians are enriched and benefit
from the tapestry of our people and cultural landscape.
Through investment support from the Council, the South Australian Playwrights
Theatre developed, created and rehearsed a new production, the African Australian
musical The Deep North.
The production grew from workshops within the African Australian music and arts
community and developed in response to a desire to see more African faces on
stage. The key performers and collaborators are Pontsho Nthupi, Stephen Tongun,
Ben Tamba, Tumelo Nthupi and Gabriel Akon (Triple J unearthed artist DyspOra).
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The Deep North tells the story of Jasmine Mutesa who has to choose between a
scholarship at one of Adelaide’s most prestigious schools and keeping her family
from falling apart in Port Augusta. It is an empowering story about finding your voice
and the meaning of home and informed by the personal stories and experiences of
the artistic team.
Throughout the development of the musical there was a clear focus on audience
engagement, reflecting and engaging with the Australian African community.
Opening at the Adelaide Fringe in 2021, the season quickly sold out and resonated
strongly with Australian African audiences – for some The Deep North was their first
time attending an Adelaide Fringe show.
Following the sold-out season, South Australian Playwrights Theatre has been in
conversation with producers and festivals in South Australia and interstate to present
The Deep North. The artists involved have also received several opportunities with
other professional South Australian arts organisations, including Pontsho Nthupi
being selected to join the highly competitive Slingsby Flying Squad ensemble.
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Strategic objective 3: First Nations arts
and culture are cherished
Performance Number of applications for First Nations projects and events
measure
supported and total amount invested each year
Target

180 applications supported with $13 million investment

Results

Achieved
317 applications supported with funding of $23.3 million
(new measure 2020–21)

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.31

Analysis

The Council invested $23.3 million and supported 317 applications from
First Nations artists, groups and organisations; or for projects with First
Nations artistic control; or that are targeted to First Nations audiences
or participants; or supported applications that have been assessed by
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Arts peer assessment panel.
Collation of these categories represents a strengthened methodology
to calculate the Council’s support of First Nations artists, group and
organisations.22 The categories used to complete our analysis are not
mutually exclusive, with some applicants featuring in two or more of
these categories. A breakdown of investment within these categories is
provided below:
• $12.7 million was invested in 165 projects by First Nations artists
and organisations.
• $3.9 million was invested in 39 projects assessed by the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Arts peer assessment panel.
• $6.7 million was invested in 88 projects that were intended for
First Nations peoples.
• $19.8 million was invested in 305 projects where a First Nations
person had creative control over the project.
This supported a range of activity such as the creation, presentation
and touring of work (where possible without COVID-19 restrictions);
recordings and publications; masterclasses/workshops and other learning
and community engagement activities; as well as operational funding for
multi-year investment organisations.

22

From 2020–21, the Council has included supported applications that have been assessed by the First Nations
Arts and Culture peer assessment panel in this performance measure calculation.
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The Council invested $9.3 million in 232 projects by First Nations artists
and organisations through our grants and initiatives. This accounts for
40% of the total First Nations investment in 2020–21. This includes a
significant proportion of investment through the Sector Recovery
Initiatives offered in 2020–21 supporting First Nations applications,
totalling $1.2 million investment.23
Government Initiatives invested $4.8 million in 54 projects by First Nations
artists and organisations (21% of the total investment in First Nations), an
increase on $2.4 million in 2019–20 due to investment through Playing
Australia and the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy.
$5.7 million was invested in Four Year Funded organisations, an increase
of $1.9 million compared to the prior period. The increase is largely due to
8 new First Nations organisations supported by the Four Year Funding
program.
$3.5 million has been invested through National Performing Arts
Partnership Framework, an increase of $883k from 2019–20 and
represents two new First Nations entrants to the Partnership Framework,
ILBIJERRI Theatre Company and Marrugeku.
Further analysis is provided after this results table, including strategies,
activities and key achievements in building on the Council’s long term
commitment to First Nations arts.
Performance Supporting new works created by First Nations artists and
measure
organisations each year
Target

500

Results

Achieved
581

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.31

Analysis

First Nations artists and organisations created 581 new artworks in this
reporting period24, a decrease from 796 new works in 2019–20.
For grants and initiatives, the Council worked with applicants to assess
the viability of projects in light of COVID-19 and to vary and extend
timelines as needed. The impacts on new works may be more evident in

23

The Sector Recovery Initiatives were offered in 2020–21 only as a direct response to COVID-19.
The support comprises all direct investment programs delivered and administered by the Australia Council
acquitted in 2020–21. This can include activity that was funded in previous years. For multi-year investment
organisations this includes activity carried out in the 2020 calendar year. It does not include our indirect
investment in advocacy and development activity. Due to the impacts of COVID-19, one First Nations multi-year
investment organisations were unable to report in time to be included in these results. The data was correct at 30
July 2021.
24
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the next reporting period. First Nations sector representatives have raised
concerns that with so many works stalled at the development stage there
will be an oversupply of work and an undersupply of audiences when
venues re-open and that financial constraints could mean programming is
safer and more conservative in future.25
The Council has seen a drop in the number of acquitted projects that
presented new works in 2020–21, down from 68 (previous year) to 54.
Results for this performance measure are based on activity acquitted in
2020–21. For multi-year investment organisations this includes activity
carried out in the 2020 calendar year. This includes First Nations artists,
groups and organisations and supported applications that have been
assessed by the First Nations Arts and Culture peer assessment panel.
In 2020–21, the results include new First Nations works such as Andrea
James’ Sunshine Super Girl: The Evonne Goolagong Story that
premiered in Griffith NSW, and new recordings by artist, Eric Avery.
In addition, the Council supported art fairs such as the Darwin Aboriginal
Art Fair, and organisations such the First Nations Australia Writers
Network, which provide a platform for First Nations artists and works.
Performance Live attendances at works by Australia Council supported First
measure
Nations artists and organisations in Australia each year (this
measure has been separated out from the 2019–20 performance
measure)
Target

200,000

Results

2,077,693

Source

2020–21 Corporate plan p.31

Analysis

First Nations artists and organisations generated 2.1 million domestic
attendances in 2020–21. This represents an increase of 834,000 (67%)
compared to 1.2 million in the year prior. A large proportion of
attendances at works by First Nations artists and organisations was
through exhibitions (86% of total for this measure).
The key contributor to this result is NIRIN: the 22nd Biennale of Sydney,
under the artistic directorship of Brook Andrew, which included exhibitions
from Tony Albert, Karla Dickens, Barbara McGrady and Pedro
Wonaemirri. Significant attendances were also recorded at events by the
Ngaanyatjarra Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Women's Council.

25

Australia Council 2020, Briefing Paper: Impacts of COVID-19 on First Nations arts and culture, p.13.
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In addition, the Council supported a number of art fairs and gatherings
that contributed to the number of domestic attendances, including Desert
Mob, Cairns Indigenous Art Fair (CIAF) and Tarnanthi, Art Gallery South
Australia.
Performance Live attendances at works by Australia Council supported First
measure
Nations artists and organisations overseas each year (this measure
has been separated out from the 2019–20 performance measure)
Target

No target or reporting in 2020–21 due to COVID-19

Results

191,719

Source

2020–21 Corporate plan p.31

Analysis

With ongoing impact of COVID-19 on the Australian cultural and creative
industries, and with travel restrictions in place the Council did not set a
target for live attendance at works by First Nations artists and
organisations in this reporting period.
However, 191,719 attendances were recorded in 2020–21 with key
contributors including Robert Andrew’s installation at the Yokohama
Triennale, Japan and the presentation of First Nations contemporary
visual arts works for the Before Time Began exhibition at the Foundation
Opale, Switzerland.
Eleven First Nations artists and organisations were supported to present
projects overseas, including in the United Kingdom, Canada, United
States of America and Taiwan.

Performance Digital engagement with activities delivered by Australia Council
measure

support First Nations artists and organisations each year (new
measure in 2020–21)

Target

Develop reporting framework

Results

On track

Source

2020–21 Corporate plan p.31

Analysis

In 2021, the Council added a supplement to annual statistical reporting to
gain an understanding of the ways in which multi-year investment
organisations adjusted their programming to digital and online activity
during the pandemic, including First Nations-led organisations. This data
will help to inform the Council’s developing digital engagement reporting
framework.
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Greater cultural awareness and competency with non-Indigenous people
working with First Nations people is needed in the digital space, along
with an increased understanding of the diverse needs of Indigenous
communities.
Ongoing consultation with the First Nations arts sector has identified the
need for sovereign digital, cultural and business frameworks and capacity
building in digital and entrepreneurial skills.26
Performance Evaluation of the Australia Council’s Reconciliation Action Plan
measure
(and associated metrics) and developing and enacting the plan for
2021–24
Results

Delayed

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.31

Analysis

Completion of the evaluation of the 2018–21 Reconciliation Action Plan
and enactment of the 2021–24 plan have been delayed due to diversion
of resources to support the sector through COVID-19. Activity has
progressed during 2020–21, including the key milestone of consulting with
First Nations staff about the purpose and value of the plan, and seeking
guidance on the development of the plan for 2021–24.

Analysis against strategic objective 3
The Australia Council is committed to building on our long term support for First
Nations arts and culture and recognises the importance of First Nations peoples’
self-determination, cultural authority and leadership to our collective prosperity.
In 2020–21 we delivered a range of direct investment and advocacy and
development initiatives to:
●

strengthen and embed First Nations arts and culture

●

grow experiences of First Nations arts and culture

●

support First Nations young people’s artistic and cultural expression

●

uphold First Nations arts and cultural practitioners’ cultural rights.

Key strategies, activities and achievements and further analysis are provided below.

26

First Nations Roundtables’ and First Nations Digital Transformation Strategy consultation, 2020
https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/programs-and-resources/first-nations-roundtables/
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Our direct investment
●

The Council invested $23.3 million in First Nations artists and communities in
2020–21. We are seeing strong First Nations-led projects funded through all
areas of arts practice in our grants programs.

●

Our investment is underpinned by First Nations decision-making. Our
First Nations Arts Strategy Panel comprising senior arts leaders provided
expert advice; and our dedicated funding to First Nations people, groups and
organisations through our grants program is assessed wholly by First Nations
peer assessors.

●

The Council invested $726,454 in 20 projects through the second and final
round of the Cherish Fund, established in 2020 to invest in First Nations arts
and culture during a year of extraordinary disruption. The fund was established
in response to the needs and priorities of the First Nations arts sector, identified
through sector consultations. The investment through Cherish offers some
hope for 2021 and beyond. It will support senior First Nations cultural
custodians and knowledge holders, continued creation, digital adaptation
and sustainability business models for First Nations artists and cultural
groups, to ensure the continued flourishing and sustainability of First
Nations arts and culture.

●

In 2020–21 the Council administered a new commitment of $250,000 to
deliver First Nations music grants through the Indigenous Contemporary
Music Program. This funding will increase First Nations-led opportunities that
will deliver sustainable economic pathways for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander musicians and bands and establish professional, viable and ethical
networks for First Nations musicians and bands. The investment supported:
o Musicians and band support: 11 projects including the creation of new
work, professional development, marketing and promotion, touring and
performance opportunities including digital platforms delivered by
individuals, groups and organisations.
o First Nations Music Industry Partnerships: five projects providing
professional industry-based opportunities such as training, touring,
mentoring, performing, recording and promotion, audience and market
development delivered by organisations.
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●

Also, as part of the Indigenous Contemporary Music Program, in
Partnership with the Australian Recording Industry Association (ARIA) and the
Phonographic Performance Company of Australia (PPCA) the Council
delivered the First Nations Sound Recording Partnership grants. The five
recipients of $18,500 each were announced in December 2020. The funding
goes towards the cost of creating a new sound recording, as well as access to
managerial and industry support.

●

The Council invests in a range of First Nations-led organisations through our
multi-year investment programs. These include service organisations to
build capacity for First Nations artists, and organisations that present
compelling contemporary First Nations works across theatre, visual arts,
community arts and music.

●

ILBIJERRI Theatre Company, one of Australia's leading theatre
companies creating innovative works by First Nations artists, was
announced as a new entrant to the National Performing Arts Partnership
Framework, along with Marrugeku Inc with strong First Nations artistic
programs. The continued success of Bangarra as a leading major
Australian dance company is evidence of the value of long term investment in
First Nations-led organisations.

●

The First Nations Arts Awards are delivered by the Australia Council for the
Arts each year on May 27, marking the anniversary of the 1967 referendum and
the start of National Reconciliation Week. Due to COVID-19 the 2021 awards
were broadcast during a special event streamed online in partnership with
NITV. At least 50,000 attendees have viewed the broadcast. Award recipients
were:
o The Red Ochre Award – Dr Lou Bennett and Yorna (Donny)
Woolagoodja (for outstanding lifetime achievement).
o The Dreaming Award (for emerging artists aged 18–30 years) –
Tasman Keith.
o The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Arts Fellowship –
Kutcha Edwards.
o The First Nations Emerging Career Development Award went to Jazz
Money and Justin Grant.
o In addition, William Barton was recognised with the Australia Council
Don Banks Music Award and Marianne Wobcke received the Australia
Council Ros Bower Award for Community Arts and Cultural
Development.
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Our advocacy and development
●

The Council released updated Protocols for using First Nations Cultural
and Intellectual Property in the Arts in September 2020. The protocols
address key legal, ethical and moral considerations for the use of Indigenous
cultural material in the arts. This is the third edition of the protocols following
editions in 2002 and 2007. The protocols guide includes case study examples
of Australia Council funded projects and organisations across art forms to
demonstrate how the principles and cultural protocols are applied in practice.
The protocols also provide resources for ongoing use in projects.

●

Due to the growth of the First Nations music sector over the past few years it
has been prioritised to be part of the First Nations audience and market
development Strategy. Following a First Nations Music Roundtable in
February 2020, the Council conducted a national survey of First Nations music
artists. Results were published in September 2020. The survey provides timely
insights into the strengths, challenges and needs of the First Nations music
sector prior to COVID-19. The Australia Council recognises the need to invest
in and develop this sector to ensure opportunities for First Nations music artists
continue to grow.

●

Research published in 2020–21 also included Creating Art Part 1 (August
2020), exploring how First Nations theatre and dance works are created and
reach audiences. It is the third in a series of in-depth research pieces
commissioned by the Australia Council and is based on interviews with 45
First Nations artists and creatives. The research identifies a growing appetite
for First Nations work, alongside a continued need to challenge narrow
perceptions of what constitutes First Nations theatre and dance. First Nations
decision-making is highlighted as key to ensuring appropriate presentation of
First Nations performing arts in Australia.

●

The Council’s research partnership with Manatū Taonga Ministry for Culture
and Heritage, New Zealand, is exploring the contribution of the arts to
wellbeing, public value and social inclusion for First Nations Australian and
Māori peoples.

●

Continuing our strategic partnership with the Sydney Opera House, Badu Gili
continued to showcase First Nations artists at the most prominent place in
Sydney. Badu Gili is now part of the Sydney Opera House’s Digital Season.

●

Throughout 2020–21, the Australia Council delivered the inaugural
Custodianship Program, a leadership program for First Nations leaders
designed and facilitated by First Nations leaders. The program aims to
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support transformation and sustainability in culture, practice, community and
the arts. It allows 13 participants guided by role models, cultural teachers and
an Elder in Residence. The Custodianship Program runs for 12 months and
includes a series of residential intensives and online gatherings. The first
in-person residential was held in Mossman Gorge in Far North Queensland.
Due to COVID-19, the second residential took place virtually through a series of
online gathering sessions. The final residential was hosted in Wagga Wagga.
This residential saw a whole of community approach, working closely with the
Wiradjuri community to participate in cultural ceremony, discussions with local
Elders. The delivery method change allowed the cohort to develop new skills in
the digital environment and explored Custodianship in different contexts. The
Custodianship Program is facilitated by Mark Yettica-Paulson, a First Nations
leader from South East Queensland and North East NSW region. The Elder in
Residence is Aunty Henrietta Marrie AM.
●

The Council announced two First Nations arts leader recipients of the
Milparanga Australia Council Scholarship over the 2020–21 period, in
partnership with the Australian Rural Leadership Foundation (ARLF). The
Council supports First Nations artists and arts practitioners to participate in the
program run by the ARLF with a focus on regional and remote Australia to
develop Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Leadership.

●

The Council provided interim secretariat support to the First Nations arts sector
to assist with the development of a proposed national peak body. The purpose
of establishing such a peak body is to enable a national voice across all areas
of artistic and cultural practice for the First Nations arts and culture sector,
which included the facilitation of a national consultation process. A national
summit is to be scheduled to determine the appropriate process to establish a
First Nations led working group who would lead the development of the
proposed a national peak body. The national summit has been postponed, in
part to due to COVID-19, and to allow for further consultation and engagement
with First Nations communities on the proposed program and approach.

●

Over 2020–21 the Council developed its new International Engagement
Strategy 2021–2025 to be released later in 2021, with a focus
on strengthening First Nations exchange, amplifying Asia Pacific engagement
and supporting equity and access through best practice models.

In 2020–21, the Council continued to implement our Reconciliation Action Plan
(RAP) (2018–21). A key achievement was our COVID safe and virtual activities
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together throughout the year. This included a virtual weaving class with Four Year
Funded Organisation Tjanpi Desert Weavers.

CASE STUDY
Sunshine Super Girl, a ‘light on the hill’

Sunshine Super Girl by Andrea James. Performers: Jax Compton (left), Katina Olsen (right).
Credit: Jamie James.

Australia is home to the world’s longest continuing living culture – a unique strength,
unsurpassed globally, of which all Australians can be proud. First Nations arts are
central to understanding who we are as Australians and more Australians now agree
that First Nations arts are an important part of Australia’s culture. Investment in
First Nations arts, culture and languages also contributes to Closing the Gap in
Indigenous disadvantage – ‘Cultures and languages are strong, supported and
flourishing’ is a priority outcome of the new Partnership Agreement on Closing
the Gap.
The Council supports all stages of the creative process to bring Australian stories to
life. Since 2017 we have supported Yorta Yorta/Gunnakurnai playwright and director
Andrea James’ theatre work Sunshine Super Girl about Wiradjuri tennis champion
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Evonne Goolagong from the initial creative development through to the world
premiere in October 2020.
Sunshine Super Girl is a quintessentially Australian story about a Black girl from the
bush who, with the unlikely support of an outback farming town and her loving family,
rises to become a world tennis champion in 1971 at the tender age of 19 – making
Evonne Goolagong a household name.
With delays and cancelled performances due to the uncertainty of COVID-19
pandemic, the artistic team were able to adapt and continue to plan a world premiere
for 2020. Produced by Performing Lines, the sold-out premiere season ran from 7 –
10 October as part of the inaugural Yarruwala Wiradjuri! Arts and Cultural Festival in
Griffith, NSW where Evonne’s journey began. Although Evonne and her husband
Roger dearly wanted to attend, they sadly could not due to COVID state border
restrictions. Evonne was able to present a pre-recorded message and Evonne’s
sister Janelle and her nephew represented Evonne on the night.
As the creative team said “Many people travelled from other regions in NSW and
Sydney to see the show. After a year of immense disruption, the performance of
Sunshine Super Girl was the “light on the hill” we all needed to get through a very
difficult year.”
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Strategic objective 4: Arts and creativity
are thriving
Performance New Australian artworks supported each year
measure
Target

5700

Results

Achieved
8,768 (down from 10,980 in 2019–20)

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.35, PBS 2020–21 Program 1.1 p.109

Analysis

Necessary distancing measures and reoccurring closure of venues
to protect Australians from the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the
cancellation or postponement of events and programs throughout 2020–
21. These impacts are beginning to be recognised within the results for
this measure which is based on activity acquitted in 2020–21. For multiyear investment organisations this includes activity carried out in the 2020
calendar year.
The impacts on creation of new artworks are likely to continue into the
next reporting period.
For grants and initiatives, the Council worked with applicants to assess
the viability of projects in light of COVID-19 and to vary and extend
timelines as needed.
The results of this performance measure have been impacted due to the
substantial decrease in the number of acquittals of projects that created
new work from non-multi-year investment projects in 2020–21; 343
acquittal compared to 630 in the previous reporting period.
In 2020–21, Australian artists, groups and arts organisations supported by
the Council created 8,768 new artworks,27 down 20% from 10,980 in the
previous year. New works include visual and performing artworks, musical
compositions, choreography, multi-art form works and literary pieces such
as poems, stories, books and magazines. Examples include 350 works
created through print making workshops led by Trent Walter in different
communities and then exhibited, Diversity Arts Australia commissions

27

The support comprises all direct investment programs delivered and administered by the Australia Council
acquitted in 2020–21. This can include activity that was funded in previous years. For multi-year investment
organisations this includes activity carried out in the 2020 calendar year. It does not include our indirect
investment in advocacy and development activity. Due to the impacts of COVID-19, one multi-year investment
organisation was unable to report in time to be included in these results. The data was correct at 30 July 2021.
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artists who identify as cultural and linguistically diverse producing 30 new
works, and new literature titles from First Nations artists.
Further analysis is provided after this results table, including strategies
and activities to support and develop Australian arts and creativity and the
realisation of new works.
Performance Total amount invested in projects creating new Australian artwork
measure
each year
Target

$7.5 million

Results

Achieved
$10,700,570 (down from $12.2 million in 2019–20)

Source

2020–21 Corporate plan p.35, PBS 2020–21 Program 1.1 p.109

Analysis

Through our grants and government programs, the Australia Council
provided $10.7 million in project grants to support Australian artists,
groups and arts organisations to develop new Australian works of
art across arts practice areas in 2020–21. This is down 12% from
$12.2 million in 2019–20.
During 2019–20, investment from suspended programs (due to COVID19) were allocated towards the Resilience Fund, including $2 million
through the Create stream to create new work, which in part reflects the
higher investment for this measure in 2019–20.
In 2020–21, we reactivated our grants and initiatives that had been
suspended in March 2020 due to COVID-19. During this reporting period
we invested a final $458,000 through the Resilience Fund to support
projects developing new Australian works, largely through the Create
stream and concluded the Resilience Fund.
This performance measure is based on funding delivered and
administered in 2020–21 and captures investment through programs with
an outcome of generating new work.28
Further analysis is provided after this results table, including strategies
and activities to support and develop Australian arts and creativity and the
realisation of new works.

28

This includes investment through arts projects for individuals and groups, arts projects for organisations,
Resilience Fund, and Visual Arts and Craft Strategy for individuals.
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Performance Number of initiatives delivered each year that strengthen ties with
measure
other countries
Target

10

Results

Achieved
26 (down from 37 in 2019–20)

Source

2020–21 Corporate plan p.35, PBS 2020–21 Program 1.1 p.109

Analysis

From the outset of 2020–21 the Council cancelled or postponed any
international activity that required international travel.
Throughout the reporting period most international engagement occurred
through digital platforms. Activities have included networking and platform
events, remote presentations of work, exchanges, residencies, and
progressing strategic partnerships.
Our International Development Consultants who are based in identified
strategic regions supported several initiatives to strengthen opportunities
for Australian cultural and creative practitioners within these regions.
Further analysis is provided after this results table, including strategies,
activities and priority regions under our International Arts Strategy.

Performance Number of countries where Australia Council supported arts
measure
activities are delivered each year
Target

20

Results

Achieved
32 (down from 57 in 2019–20)

Source

2020–21 Corporate plan p.35, PBS 2020–21 Program 1.1 p.109

Analysis

The cancellation of international travel as a result of COVID-19 has had
significant impact on the Australian arts sector, with long term impact
expected. Results for this performance measure include activity carried
out in the 2020 calendar year for multi-year investment, which includes
activity prior to March 2020.
The Australia Council supported Australian artists and arts organisations
to collaborate in person and digitally, present and exhibit work in 32
countries, reaching new and growing markets and showcasing Australian
work to audiences across all continents of the globe.29

29

The support comprises all direct investment programs delivered and administered by the Australia Council
acquitted in 2020–21. This can include activity that was funded in previous years. For multi-year investment
organisations this includes activity carried out in the 2020 calendar year. It does not include our indirect
investment in advocacy and development activity. Due to the impacts of COVID-19, one multi-year investment
organisation was unable to report in time to be included in these results. The data was correct at 30 July 2021.
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Performance Number of international attendances at Australia Council supported
measure
activity each year
Target

No target or reporting in 2020–21 due to COVID-19

Results

4,095,164 (down from 4.3 million)

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.35

Analysis

No target or reporting was set for this reporting period due to the
cancellation of international travel as a result of COVID-19, which will
have significant and long-term impacts for the Australian arts sector.
However, these impacts have not had a substantial impact on the results
for this performance measure which is based on activity acquitted in the
2020 calendar year for multi-year investment organisations, and activity
acquitted in 2020–21 that may have taken place prior to the introduction
of travel restrictions. The significant impacts on overseas presentations
and audiences will be more evident in the next reporting period.
In the current reporting period, the Australia Council supported arts
activities that reached international audiences of 4.1 million.30 This is
down 5% from 4.3 million in the previous year. A noteworthy contribution
to the attendance figures in the current reporting period was attendances
at the Lahore Biennale in Pakistan, where works exhibited by Khadim Ali
generated 2.5 million attendances. In addition, Taloi Havini’s Reclamation
exhibited at the Dhaka Art Summit 2020 attracted 477,000 attendances,
and Nadege Desgenetez presented at the New Glass Now 2019
exhibition in USA attracting 250,000 attendances.
Further analysis is provided after this results table, including strategies
and activities under our International Arts Strategy.

30

The support comprises all direct investment programs delivered and administered by the Australia Council
acquitted in 2020–21. This can include activity that was funded in previous years. For multi-year investment
organisations this includes activity carried out in the 2020 calendar year. It does not include our indirect
investment in advocacy and development activity. Due to the impacts of COVID-19, one multi-year investment
organisation was unable to report in time to be included in these results. The data was correct at 30 July 2021.
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Analysis against strategic objective 4
The Council is committed to supporting the best circumstances for a thriving
arts sector.
In 2020–21 we delivered a range of direct investment and advocacy and
development initiatives to:
●
●
●
●

support viable careers and business models
enable risk taking and experimentation in the realisation of new works
develop partnerships to strengthen our cultural and creative industries
promote wellbeing and a safe environment for people working in the arts.

Key strategies, activities and achievements and further analysis are provided below.

Our direct investment
●

The Council supported 584 individual artists through grants and strategic
activity in 2020–21, championing and supporting Australian artists at key points
in their careers; providing opportunities for emerging artists to innovate and
flourish, sustaining and developing mid-career artists, celebrating and backing
established artists and supporting artists’ resilience through COVID-19.

●

The Council offers fellowships annually to invest in outstanding, established
artists’ creative activity and professional development. Eight accomplished
Australian artists received Australia Council Fellowships in 2020, each worth
$80,000 over two years, enabling them to focus on their creative work.

●

Exceptional Australian artists are recognised through our prestigious national
awards programs, the Australia Council Awards, the National Arts and
Disability Awards and the First Nations Arts Awards. These awards
acknowledge the contribution that Australian artists have made to the arts and
cultural life of the nation. The 2021 Australia Council Awards recipients were
Literature: Arnold Zable; Don Banks Music Award: William Barton; Dance: Sue
Healy; Emerging & Experimental Arts: Cat Jones; Kirk Robson Award for
Community Arts & Cultural Development: Mama Alto; Ros Bower Award for
Community Arts & Cultural Development: Marianne Wobcke; Theatre: Chelsea
McGuffin; Visual Arts: Vivienne Binns.

●

Overall, 423 organisations received investment through the Council in 2020–
21 including project grants, multi-year support and the Resilience Fund. Our
multi-year investment programs for organisations, including Four Year
Funding, the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework and the Visual
Arts and Craft Strategy (VACS), are offered in four-year or eight-year cycles to
a provide a clearer pathway for organisations between these different streams.
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●

The National Performing Arts Partnership Framework organisations are
integral to the arts ecology in Australia, now comprising 38 leading
companies in dance, theatre, circus, opera and orchestral and chamber music.
The new framework provides a clearer pathway to expand the cohort of funded
companies, a new process to reward excellence and improve contestability,
and public reporting requirements to increase transparency. Wellbeing and safe
environments will be an expectation for Partnership Organisations and will be
considered through the invitation and assessment process.

●

On behalf of the Australian Government, the Council also delivers investment
under the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy (VACS) in partnership with state and
territory governments. VACS investment supports the strength and
sustainability of the contemporary visual arts and craft sector by providing
funding for individual artists, arts and craft organisations, arts events and artist
run initiatives. In 2020–21 the Council provided $6.8 million in VACS
investment through multi-year investment organisations and contemporary
touring initiative projects.

●

The Sector Recovery Initiatives invested $2.4 million providing funding to
individuals and organisations responding to key priority areas for recovery
including health and wellbeing and resilience. The Sector Recovery
Initiatives were offered in 2020–21 as a direct response to COVID-19. With
support from this fund the Creative Recovery Network, based in
Queensland, will build on its work supporting communities impacted by natural
disasters with creative initiatives that support wellbeing and recovery and
Regional Arts Australia will digitally transform and deliver Australia’s largest
regional and remote arts gathering, Artlands.

●

In 2020–21 we continued to support Australian arts through co-investment,
leveraging our funding and expertise to increase opportunities for artists. We
were delighted to work with partners Perpetual, Phonographic Performance
Company of Australia (PPCA), ARIA, the ABC, University of Melbourne, the
Keir Foundation, Myer Foundation, the Mordant Family, Sid and Fiona Myer
Foundation, the Lansdown Foundation, the Wright Burt Foundation, Morgans
Foundation, UKARIA, and the individuals and families who value the arts and
the work of the Australia Council. These collaborations rely on the Council’s
trusted brand and expertise, which is underpinned by half a century of
delivering innovative approaches to arts investment.
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Our advocacy and development
●

The Council supports the cultural and creative industries through a range of
strategic development, market development and capacity building activities and
partnerships.

●

The Council has been listening to arts and cultural organisations, peak bodies
and independent artists about the impacts of COVID-19 and the changes
needed to re-ignite arts and cultural activity across the country. Between
September and October 2020, we undertook a significant national sector
recovery consultation to gather the collective information to support the
sector in this period of evolution.

●

We published the summary of the consultation findings: Re-imagine:
What next? in May 2021. The findings highlight the ongoing challenges to
artists and creative workers’ livelihoods, many of which have been exacerbated
by the pandemic. Indeed, for many, survival was and remains the primary
concern. The consultation also highlights the resilience of an industry that has
long grappled with precarity while continuing to generate and innovate. It will be
important to consider a national, collaborative approach the recovery of the
cultural and creative industries, which will in turn assist with economic
recovery and the health and wellbeing of all Australians.

●

In 2020–21, the Council also continued to develop strong research
partnerships to strengthen our cultural and creative industries. Research
published in 2020–21 included:
o Graphic Storytellers at Work: New opportunities for cartoonists,
illustrators and comic-makers in cross-industry settings, in partnership
with the University of Technology, Sydney.

●

Research underway in 2020–21 includes:
In Real Life: Mapping digital cultural engagement in the first decades
of the 21st century, in partnership with National Arts Council Singapore
(July 2021).
o Creativity at Work: Interdisciplinary learning in industry and community
settings, in partnership with Queensland University of Technology
(forthcoming).
o Success Story: International rights sales and exports of Australian
books, in partnership with Macquarie University and the Copyright
Agency’s Cultural Fund (forthcoming).
o

●

Responding to the needs of the sector, the Council’s capacity building
programs target a range of arts professionals and support leaders at different
stages of their careers across Australia and the Indo-Pacific region. From
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general managers and producers to artistic directors and practising artists, the
programs nurture dynamic and diverse leaders. Close to 100 arts leaders
participated in the core programs in-person in 2020–21, including the
Custodianship Program, Future Leaders Program, Arts Leaders Program,
Future Form and the Riverina Arts Leadership Program. There were also 893
attendances at live online webinar sessions and 3,569 watched ondemand, which is a total of 4,462 views. In 2020–21. Combining this number
with the 7,566 live and on demand views in 2019–20 highlights the significant
contribution that the Creative Connections resource library, continues to have
on the sector through continued lockdowns and challenging times.
●

The Council’s capacity building opportunities include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

the Arts Leaders and Future Leaders programs
the International Leadership Program (interim online delivery for
2020–21)
Future Form: An arts business model innovation lab
the Riverina Arts Leadership Program
Australia Council Leadership Program (ACLP) Alumni Network
Creative Connections webinar series leadership exchanges,
secondments and leadership collaborations
scholarships and partnerships.

●

Arts Leaders and Future Leaders are the Council’s core leadership
programs. Two cohorts were postponed from the 2019–20 period and have
since commenced in 2020–21 with a hybrid approach to programming, allowing
for residentials to go ahead with in-built flexibility and adaptability. A total of 40
emerging, mid-career and established Australian arts professionals have
participated in their first residential in Wagga Wagga, online workshops and
peer-to-peer engagement. Due to COVID-19, the Australia Council in
partnership with DFAT has developed an interim model for the International
Leadership Program, which sees 10 emerging, mid-career and established arts
professionals from the Indo-Pacific region participate in the residential program
online in 2020–21. The Custodianship Program concluded the pilot program in
March 2021 and is being evaluated with plans to relaunch in 2022.

●

The Riverina Arts Leadership Program was developed for emerging and
established leaders working in the arts and creative industries in the regions
and ran between March and June 2021. The program intersected and
responded to our national cohort visiting Wagga for their leadership
residentials. The Riverina Arts Leadership Program explores ways to build a
community’s social imagination through arts and cultural leadership.
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Participants were guided through four sessions to explore personal leadership
and its impact on others, new ways of thinking and enacting culture and art,
and the potential of creativity for positivity and change – hosted by each of the
national cohort facilitators. Activities included workshops, discussions, guest
speakers and reflective practices, specially responding to challenges and
opportunities for regional-based leaders.
●

Australia Council Leadership Program Alumni Network was launched in
2020, to align with the programs celebrating their 10 year anniversary. The
network provides a platform and framework to support and encourage alumni of
our leadership programs to gather, connect, share and advocate for culture,
arts and creativity. We invest in a steering committee comprising seven
members across cohorts and programs to lead the network across a 6-month
term. To date, there have been two steering committees (September 2020 –
February 2021 and March – August 2021) made up of 12 alumni in total. The
network will continue to grow organically over time with alumni from the
International Leadership Program, Custodianship Program, Future Leaders
Program and Arts Leaders Program. There are currently 157 alumni who have
been invited, and 132 members on the Slack channel; the main platform used
for hosting the network. To date, collaborative alumni network events and
activity developed by the steering committee have included weaving online with
Tjanpi Desert Weavers in central Australia, online networking cross-cohorts,
the development of a comprehensive alumni directory, in-person state-based
gatherings and an online cooking event with the Filipino migrant community in
London, hosted by International Future Leader alumni, Rhine Bernardino.

●

In 2020–21 the Council developed the Digital Culture Strategy, released in
July 2021. The Digital Culture Strategy sets out a shared vision for a digitally
enabled and thriving arts and cultural industry. The objective of this work is to
increase digital engagement with arts and creativity, leading to greater
community connection and wellbeing. To achieve this, we aim to build
capability and resilience across the arts and cultural industries. The Strategy
has been informed by in-depth research including focused consultation with
leading practitioners, technologists and consultants. The four-year national
Digital Culture Program will include a dedicated First Nations program; digital
literacy and development; knowledge sharing and research; a framework for
accelerating innovation and investment in digital projects.

●

Building a sustainable arts and culture sector during these challenging times
required us to embrace technology. The National Innovation Games held
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online on the 18 and 19 August 2020 were an opportunity to share, learn,
experiment, collaborate and define new ways to create more sustainable
communities for everyone.
●

Our long term approach to international engagement recognises the
importance of sustained engagement, reciprocity and partnerships; as well as
the need to support the progression of international engagement from research
and network building, through development and creation of work, to
presentation, touring and sales.

●

In the last year of our International Arts Strategy 2015–2020, the COVID-19
pandemic has affected work in all our priority regions of engagement. Part of
our work has been to support artists and organisations to adapt their activity to
situations where gathering and mobility are not possible. In August 2021 we will
launch our new International Engagement Strategy 2021–2025 to continue
supporting international engagement that invests in Australian cultural
diplomacy and trade, cultural exchange and market development.

●

Despite the challenges of international engagement during this time we have
offered a range of international engagement opportunities for virtual exchange
and connection including:

●

o

Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts (PICA) interdisciplinary lab:
encounter, practice, play

o

Capture All: A Sonic Investigation, a partnership with the Council,
Liquid Architecture (Melbourne) and Sarai (New Delhi) to support six
artists, scholars, and writers based in Australia and India through a
series of creative and critical workshops, intensives, and dialogues.

o

Australia-Singapore Digital Residencies

o

A virtual International Curators Program in partnership with the
inaugural PHOTO International Festival of Photography

o

Transmitter: Darwin x Delhi, an international digital lab conducted by
Serendipity Arts Foundation (India) and Darwin Festival (Australia)
supported by the Council.

The APAM Gathering at DreamBIG Children’s Festival in May 2021 allowed
international and national participants to attend virtual and real-life gatherings
highlighting the works, ideas and ambitions of Australian artists and companies.
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CASE STUDY
Australian artists reach international audiences through remote engagement and
collaboration.
Both visitation to museums and galleries, and cultural exchange projects involving
the movement of people have been heavily impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic
restrictions globally. Yet Australian artists, at home and abroad, continue to
showcase Australia’s vibrant culture to the world and show that arts and creativity
are thriving.
Artists innovate, embracing new technologies, exporting creative intellectual property
to international markets, and engaging in cultural exchange through the movement of
practices and ideas, not just objects.
The 7th Yokohama Triennale Afterglow was the first major international
contemporary art exhibition to launch following the outbreak of the global pandemic,
opening its doors to Japanese audiences in July 2020, shortly after the re-opening of
the 2020 Biennale of Sydney, NIRIN.
As Sydney audiences attending NIRIN learnt about Sinuye, the traditional tattooing
practice for Ainu women through the work of Hokkaido-based artist Mayunkiki,
in Yokohama, Brisbane-based artist Robert Andrew’s installation A Connective
Reveal – Nagula (2020) drew attention to the importance of the revival of First
Nations languages.

International Arts Strategy Outcomes Fund – Robert Andrew, A Connective Reveal – Nagula 2020.
Installation view of Yokohama Triennale 2020. Courtesy of the organising committee for the
Yokohama Triennale. Credit: Otsukia Keita.
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Also featured in Afterglow alongside Robert Andrew were Australian artists Elena
Knox, Make or Break (Rebecca Gallo & Connie Anthes) and Tina Havelock Stevens,
representing the largest Australian presence at the Yokohama Triennale since its
inauguration in 2001.
While the Australians could not physically be present for the installation of their work,
they were able to collaborate with the Yokohama Triennale remotely. Taking
advantage of the digital technologies available, they adapted to provide detailed
instructions and remotely supervise installation.
“After weeks of staying home and watching images of hospitals and deserted city
centres on two dimensional screens, our audience genuinely appreciates what the
artists offer through the physical presence of their art works: joy, hope, empathy,
anxiety, complexity, and many more” – Yokohama Triennale spokesperson on the
audience reception.
Afterglow is the first edition of the Yokohama Triennale led by non-Japanese
curators, under the artistic directorship of New Delhi-based artists Raqs Media
Collective (Jeebesh Bagchi, Monica Narula Shuddhabrata Sengupta).
Australian artists being featured at this significant contemporary art exhibition despite
limitations on movement of people shows how Australian arts and creativity
continues to thrive even in challenging circumstances. Arts and culture can travel for
us, maintaining connections and Australia’s place in the world, and energising the
nation’s international brand.
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Strategic objective 5: Arts and creativity
are valued
Performance Analysing stakeholder perceptions of how the Australia Council is
measure
working alongside them to deliver value
Target

Planning next stakeholder survey

Results

Too early to report

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.39

Analysis

The Australia Council’s stakeholder survey is not delivered annually. Our
last stakeholder survey was delivered in 2017. Between September and
October 2020, the Council undertook a significant national sector
consultation. Throughout 2020–21, additional information was also
gathered from stakeholders through targeted discussions and data
collection.
Timing for the next stakeholder survey will be determined.

Performance Convening or leading relevant and impactful forums or public events
measure
each year
Target

Relevant and impactful forums or public events are convened or led

Results

Achieved

Source

2020–24 Corporate plan p.39

Analysis

In 2020–21, the Council convened and led 89 online public events and
forums, including the National Innovation Games; three online In
Conversation with the Australia Council episodes; awards presentations
including the National Arts and Disability Awards, the Australia Council
Awards; and the 2021 First Nations Arts Awards which were broadcast
live through NITV’s Facebook stream to a national and international
audience. Throughout this reporting period we also convened 44 national
sector recovery consultations, 2 First Nations Roundtables, 13 Creative
Connections professional development opportunities and 7 Audience
Outlook Monitor webinars.
Further details of the Council’s leadership of public discussion and
advocacy for arts and creativity are provided after this results table.
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Performance Delivering impactful and relevant research projects
measure
Target

Relevant and impactful research is conducted or published

Results

Achieved (new measure in 2019–20)

Source

2020–21 Corporate plan p.35

Analysis

In 2020–2021 the Council published 13 research reports, providing
evidence of the value of the arts and culture in the lives of everyday
Australians. This research demonstrated the value of creative skills across
industries; the positive impacts of creative approaches in schools; the
benefits of creative engagement for positive wellbeing; and the importance
of creativity for future workplaces. Research projects published in 2020–
2021 also strongly supported the arts and cultural sector throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic, providing vital data and insights to assist in planning
and decision making.
Our research received 95,066 website page views and substantial
attention from industry and mainstream media. It was featured in 926
media reports across print, online and broadcast media in 2020–21. This
high level of media and public engagement with our research, including
past work, indicates its continuing relevance and impact.
Highlights include:
• Creating Our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation Survey
(August 2020) achieved 12,716 website page views and extensive
media coverage including 52 reports across radio, television and
online, generating powerful discussion around the strong and
increasing value that Australians place on the arts and creativity.
• Impactful and timely research around First Nations arts through
Creating Art Part 1 (August 2020) and the Survey of First Nations
Music Artists (September 2020) provided vital insights informing the
recovery and future sustainability of the First Nations arts ecology.
• Cultivating Creativity: A study of the Sydney Opera House’s Creative
Leadership in Learning Program in schools (October 2020) achieved
2,502 webpage views and 25 media mentions. Following their threeyear program, the eight schools involved found positive impacts for
teachers, students, families, communities and creative capabilities
within schools.
• Graphic Storytellers at Work: Cross-industry opportunities for
cartoonists, illustrators and comics-makers (March 2021) evidenced
the demand for illustrators and comic artists across industries. The
research achieved 4,425 web page views and strong media and
cross-industry engagement with 30 media mentions including
coverage of women leading the industry.
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•

•

Towards Equity: A research overview of diversity in Australia’s arts
and cultural sector (June 2021) brought together the available
published and unpublished data for the first time to benchmark
representation within the arts and cultural sector in Australia across
eight dimensions. The first of its kind report was received positively
across Government and industry organisations.
The COVID-19 Audience Outlook Monitor, partnership with
Patternmakers and WolfBrown (July and September 2020 and March
2021) tracking study undertook two more phases of the research in
2020 and was re-commissioned for another three phases in 2021. In
2020–21, the research garnered a strong response with 10,329 web
page views and over 400 attendees across the webinar series.

A full list of our research publications and projects is provided after this
results table.

Analysis against strategic objective 5
The Australia Council is committed to increasing awareness of the value of
public investment in arts and creativity.
In 2020–21 we delivered a range of advocacy and development initiatives to:
●

advocate for the public value of arts and creativity

●

advise on arts matters to inform government policy development

●

lead public discussion about matters relating to arts and creativity

●

develop evidence that increases understanding of the cultural and creative
industries.

Key strategies, activities and achievements and further analysis are provided below.

Our advocacy and development
●

The Council’s national leadership role in research and evaluation is a critical
foundation of our advocacy for the public value of arts and creativity. Our
research is internationally recognised, frequently referenced by our
international peers and the media and is revisited long after its initial release.

●

Our research Graphic Storytellers at Work (March 2021) is an example of the
evidence base that the Council develops to demonstrate how the artistic and
creative skills of artists like cartoonists, illustrators and comics-makers are
being applied to communicate ideas across a diverse range of industries such
as health and education. Graphic Storytellers at Work is just one example of
how creative skills are already being applied with great success across a range
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of industries. Our cultural and creative industries and workforce are central to
ensuring a brighter future for all Australians.
●

In 2020–21 the Council published a substantial body of new research and
analysis including:
o

Making Music Work: Sustainable portfolio careers for Australian
musicians (July 2020)

o

Curating the Third Space: The value of art-science collaboration
(July 2020)

o

COVID-19 Audience Outlook Monitor, phase 2 national snapshot
(July 2020)

o

Creating Art Part 1: The makers’ view of First Nations theatre and
dance (August 2020)

Creating ‘Experience’: Career trajectories and the development of First
Nations work in the performing arts, by Susan Davis and Yvette Walker
(August 2020)
o Creating Our Future: Results of the National Arts Participation
Survey (August 2020)
o

o

Survey of First Nations Music Artists (September 2020)

o

COVID-19 Audience Outlook Monitor, phase 3 national snapshot
(September 2020)

o

Cultivating Creativity: A study of the Sydney Opera House’s Creative
Leadership in Learning program in schools (October 2020)

o

The Gender Pay Gap Among Australian Artists: Some preliminary
findings (November 2020)

o

Graphic Storytellers at Work: New opportunities for cartoonists,
illustrators and comic-makers in cross-industry settings (March 2021)

o

COVID-19 Audience Outlook Monitor, phase 4 national snapshot
(March 2021)

o

Towards equity: a research overview of diversity in Australia’s arts and
cultural sector (June 2021)

●

We held public webinars around the results of the Creating our Future National
Arts Participation survey and the COVID-19 Audience Outlook Monitor
outcomes.

●

The Council also advocates on key issues through submissions to government.
In 2020–21, the Council drew on our research to provide evidence-based
submissions to the Senate Select Committee on the Aboriginal Flag
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(October 2020), Standing Committee on Communications and the Arts
inquiry into Australia’s creative and cultural industries (November 2020),
Select Committee’s inquiry into mental health and suicide prevention
(April 2021). The Council was invited to give evidence to the inquiry into
Australia’s creative and cultural industries in December 2020 and February
2021.
●

In 2019, under the auspices of the Meeting of Cultural Ministers, the Council
commenced a partnership with the Manatū Taonga Ministry of Culture and
Heritage (New Zealand) to jointly commission research exploring the
contribution of the arts to wellbeing, public value and social inclusion in
Australia and New Zealand. It will provide new evidence to inform strategic
decisions and enhance discussions about the value of the arts and will
contribute to development of New Zealand’s wellbeing framework.

●

In July Council joined an online members’ forum conducted by International
Federation of Arts Councils and Culture Agencies (IFACCA) on Supporting
Culture in the Digital Age. The Council participated on a panel discussion that
focussed on the economic sustainability of the cultural value chain; digital
divides; and collaborations and cross-portfolio approaches to support the
creative and cultural sectors (CCSs) in the digital age.

●

The Council has convened monthly meetings with state and territory
jurisdictions to facilitate knowledge sharing and exchange of strategies in
responding to the ongoing challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic.

●

The Council continued leading series public conversations during COVID-19:

●

o

2 Think Inside the Square

o

13 Creative Connections

o

6 Audience Outlook Monitor

o

2 First Nations Roundtables

o

44 Reignite Sector Consultation

o

3 In Conversation with the Australia

o

2 National Arts Participation Spotlights

o

4 National Arts Participation Launches

In 2020–21 the Council strengthened our advocacy in the media. Senior staff
appeared across broadcast, online and print media contributing to discussions
on issues impacting the sector.
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●

Our CEO, Adrian Collette AM, is a member of the Australian Government’s
Creative Economy Taskforce focussed on supporting the creative economy
recovery as soon as possible. As a Commonwealth agency, the Council works
with the government of the day and their policies. We work collaboratively with
other agencies and departments to build awareness across government of
Australia’s arts and cultural interests, to increase understanding of the intrinsic
and instrumental value of the arts, and to advocate for the ways in which
Australian artists and audiences can be effectively supported. We are fostering
cross-portfolio connections at the national and state levels, with outcomes
including a submission to the Reimagining the Visitor Economy Expert Panel
and to the Australian Curriculum Review.

●

The In Conversation with the Australia Council series was a direct
response to COVID-19 and the social, economic and cultural impact on the
cultural and creative industries. Delivered entirely online and connecting our
guests across borders, the conversations engaged with experts exploring
social cohesion, mental health and wellbeing, economic recovery and
more.

●

In Episode 1 George Megalogenis and Dr Wendy Were explored the
economic, social and cultural value of creativity for all Australians.

●

Georgie Harman, CEO, Beyond Blue and Adrian Collette AM discussed the
arts and the mental health sectors' joint goals in episode 2, sharing examples of
how working collaboratively can help to meet major challenges regarding
ageing, loneliness, long term conditions and mental health.

●

Shane Fitzsimmons and Lydia Miller in episode 3 examined how in
rebuilding, recovery and resilience, creativity can connect us and help us
ensure our nation’s future success. One year on from the devastating 2019–
20 Australian bushfires, and amid the continuing challenge of the global
pandemic, arts and creativity have been crucial to the recovery of our
communities.
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CASE STUDY
Online storytime tells a great story for Australian public libraries and picture
book authors and illustrators

Michelle Hart Crombie (left) and Jennie Kadiki (right). Videographer: Han Tran.

The practice of reading has expanded with the advent of digital technologies but not
at the expense of the physical book. In fact, digital reading practices have further
cemented the value and popularity of books and reading, especially for young
Australian readers.
The Council has supported the pilot program of the Australian Library and
Information Association which allows public libraries access online readings of
Australian picture book titles in ‘Online Storytime’ for a small annual payment that
supports children’s book authors and illustrators.
The project was developed due to the COVID-19 pandemic when Australian children
and caregivers were unable to visit their local libraries. When Online Storytime was
introduced, parents and children were able to embrace online picture book readings,
authors were paid for their time and use of their work and public libraries were able
to support their local communities.
Beyond the accessibility during the COVID-19 pandemic, Online Storytime is widely
accessible for free to all families, especially those in regional and remote Australia.
It enables libraries to include children and families who can’t come to story time
sessions at libraries, for example, where both parents are working and can’t get to
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the library. Storytime videos are also available in Auslan and the second stage of the
pilot will focus on recording stories in languages other than English.
Digital reading cultures help to increase the popularity of physical books. They
present the book as a desirable object and promote reading and connection between
children and carers and their communities as well as improving literacy.
By the end of the first stage of Online Storytime almost a third of all public libraries
were participating and over $50,000 had been delivered to authors and publishers.
The project was wildly popular and by the end of May 2021 there were over 285
online readings of Australian picture books available, watched by children all over
the country.
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Management and accountability
The Australia Council Board
Under the Australia Council Act 2013, the Australia Council is overseen by the
Board. Its membership comprises a range of expertise across artistic practice, arts
management, business, management, public policy, corporate governance and
administration, regional issues, gender, multicultural and First Nations community
participation in the arts, finance, philanthropy, legal affairs, corporate strategy and
research.
The Board has a maximum of twelve (12) members, including the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) who is an Executive (Ex-Officio) member of the Board.
Terms of appointment are generally three years. Members are eligible for reappointment; however, appointments are limited to a total of nine years. The Minister
for Communications, Urban Infrastructure, Cities and the Arts appoints the Board.
The full biographies of our Board members are on the Australia Council website at:
https://australiacouncil.gov.au/about-us/our-people/.

Board governance
The Board and Council staff are guided by internal policies and guidelines. Key to
ensuring good corporate governance is the Council’s Governance Manual that
outlines the expected and appropriate ethical standards for Board members and staff
to uphold including:
●

directors’ obligations confidentiality and disclosure of the Council’s business

●

conflicts of interest

●

sponsored travel and acceptance of gifts or benefits.

A Code of Conduct, with which every member of the Council, its Board, committees
and panels are expected to comply, is provided with the Governance Manual. It
outlines the responsibility entrusted to these members and the fundamental
principles and values that guide the work of the Council.
If a Board member requires legal advice on any matter, the Chair advises the CEO
to make arrangements for obtaining this advice. There were no requests for legal
advice by a Board member in 2020–21.
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Miss Lee-Ann
Tjunypa
Buckskin

Mr Sam
Walsh AO

Name

Expertise in:
● arts governance
● arts policy
development
● arts philanthropy
● corporate
governance and
administration.
First Nations arts
practitioner (film, visual
arts, festivals).
Expertise in:
●
arts management
●
arts governance
●
arts policy
development
●
regional and remote
arts
●
youth arts
●
CALD and First
Nations arts.

Qualifications of the
Accountable
Authority

Senior leadership and
advisory roles across the
arts and creative sector
including Co-Chair of
Tarnanthi Festival and
Director of Anangu Ku
Arts.

Senior leadership roles
across the mining and
automotive industries and
charity, community and
business associations in
Australia and the UK.

Experience of the
Accountable Authority

Non-Executive
Deputy Chair

Executive /
Non-Executive
Non-Executive
Chair

Position Title /
Position held

1 July 2013

15 May
20212

5/5

Period as the accountable authority or member
within the reporting period
Date of
Date of
Number of
commencement cessation meetings of
accountable
authority attended
/ Eligible to attend
10 Oct 2016
30 June
6/6
20211

Figure 9: Details of Accountable Authority during the reporting period Current Report Period (2020–21)
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Expertise in:
●
arts governance
●
corporate
governance and
administration
●
arts philanthropy
●
youth arts
●
First Nations arts.

CEO, Ex-Officio
Expertise in:
●
arts governance
●
arts management
●
arts policy
development.

Arts practitioner
(singer songwriter).

Mrs Christine
Simpson
Stokes AM

Mr Adrian
Collette AM

Ms Tina
Arena AM

Multi-award winning
Australian singersongwriter, record
producer, actress and
performing artist;
extensive experience in
musical theatre;
significant contributions to
the music industry and
French and Australian
culture.

Extensive experience in
business management
and media, and as a
philanthropist and
supporter of the arts.

Extensive experience in
business management
and media, and as a
philanthropist and
supporter of the arts.

Non-Executive

6 March 2019

21 January 2019

16 May 2021

Non-Executive
Acting Deputy
Chair

Executive
CEO, Ex-Officio

25 February 2016

Non-Executive

5 March
2022

20 January
20244

26 July
2021

24
February
20223

2/6

6/6

1/1

5/5
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Ms Zoe
McKenzie

Expertise in:
●
arts governance
●
arts policy
development
●
international
engagement

Expertise in:
●
arts governance
●
corporate
governance and
administration
●
media and
communications.
Arts practitioner
(film and theatre).
Expertise in:
●
youth arts
●
CALD arts.

Mr Mario
D’Orazio

Mr Khoa Do

Arts practitioner
(graphic design, visual
arts, festivals).
Expertise in:
●
arts management
●
arts policy
development.

Mr Leigh
Carmichael

Experienced graphic
designer and art and
creative director for small
to medium organisations.
Creative Director and
Brand and Marketing
Director for the Museum
of Old and New Art and
the Dark Mofo festival in
Tasmania.
Wide experience and
senior leadership roles in
media, technology and the
arts, including managing
director of Channel 7
Perth for
7 years.
Multi-award winning
practitioner across the
arts and creative sector;
international keynote
speaker; community and
youth worker and leader.
Extensive experience and
senior roles across the
private and public sector
including as a senior
policy adviser to
governments at state and
Non-Executive

Non-Executive

Non-Executive

Non-Executive

10 October 2016

1 July 2013

12 March 2019

10 October 2016

30 June
2022*

31 January
2022**

1 March
2022

30 June
2022*

5/6

5/6

5/6

4/6
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Expertise in:
●
arts governance
●
corporate
governance and
administration
●
CALD arts.

Arts practitioner
(writer and editor).
Expertise in:
●
arts policy
development.

Mr Darren
Rudd

Ms Rebecca
Weisser

Ms Sophie
Mitchell

media and
communications.
Expertise in:
●
arts governance
●
corporate
governance and
administration
●
finance

●

federal levels in Australia
and France.
Senior roles across the
Non-Executive
private sector. Previously
a Trustee, Queensland
Performing Arts Trust, and
Member of the Australian
Government Takeovers
Panel.
Senior leadership roles
Non-Executive
domestically and globally
including in IT services,
consulting, technology
and digital solutions.
Board member of the
India Australia Business
and Community Awards
and former board
members of the State
Library of New South
Wales Foundation.
Extensive experience as a Non-Executive
journalist, editor and
public policy and
communications
consultant. Senior roles
across the public and
private sector.
7 September
2015

4 Apr 2019

1 July 2013

6
December
20215

3 April
2022

31 January
2022**

6/6

4/6

6/6
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Reference:
1. Appointed as Chair for three year period on 10 April 2018, effective from 1 July 2018. Joined Board
as member in 2016.
2. Appointed for a third term on 6 March 2019, effective 1 July 2019 until 15 May 2021. Joined Board
as member in 2013, appointed Deputy Chair in 2016.
3. Appointed for a second three year term on 28 November 2018, effective from 25 February 2019.
4. Appointed by the Board as CEO for five year period, effective 21 January 2019, approved by the
Minister for the Arts on 11 October 2018. Previously served as Australia Council Board member 1
July 2013–20 January 2019.
5. Appointed for a second three year term on 28 November 2018, effective from 7 December 2018.
* Appointed for a second three year term on 6 March 2019, effective from 1 July 2019.
** Appointed for a third three year term on 28 November 2018, effective from 1 February 2019.
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Committees
Pursuant to section 31 of the Australia Council Act 2013 (the Act), the following
committees and panels provided specialist advisory services and recommendations
to the Board and management for consideration and approval:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Audit and Risk Committee
Nominations and Appointments Committee
Decisions Review Committee
Rescission of Decisions Committee
Appeals Committee
Peer Assessment Panels
First Nations Arts Strategy Panel
Multi-Year Investment Finance and Governance Advisory Panel.

Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee provides oversight of the Council’s financial reporting
and budgeting functions, internal and external audit processes, risk management,
the system of internal controls and compliance with legal and regulatory
requirements. The Committee was chaired by Board member Ms Sophie Mitchell
during 2020–21.
The Chair of the Council, the Chief Executive Officer, the Chief Financial Officer and
General Counsel have a standing invitation to attend committee meetings. The
committee met four (4) times during the year. The Audit and Risk Committee reviews
its Charter annually. The Audit and Risk Committee Charter is available on the
Council’s website at: https://australiacouncil.gov.au/about/our-people/.
Representatives from the Council’s internal and external auditors were invited to
attend the committee meetings. The Chair of the Committee reported on relevant
matters at the following Board meetings.
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Figure 10: Information on the Audit and Risk Committee and meetings attendance
(2020–21)
Information relating to this committee is presented pursuant to the PGPA Rule
Section 17BE (taa) for Audit committees.
Member
name

Qualifications,
knowledge, skills or
experience (include
formal and informal as
relevant)

Number of
meetings
attended /
total number
of meetings

Total
annual
remunerati
on (GST
inc.)

Additional
Information

Ms Sophie
Mitchell

Expertise in:

4/4

$9,849

N/A

3/4

$4,924

N/A

3/4

$4,394

From 16 May
2021, Mrs
Simpson Stokes
was appointed
Acting Deputy
Chair by the
Minister.
Pursuant to the
Remuneration
Tribunal
determination,
the Deputy Chair
of the Board
does not receive
an additional
Audit Committee
Stipend. Mrs
Simpson Stokes
remained an
Audit and Risk

●
●

●

Ms Zoe
McKenzie

Expertise in:
●
●

●

●

Mrs
Christine
Simpson
Stokes AM

arts governance.
corporate
governance and
administration
finance.

arts governance
arts policy
development
international
engagement
media and
communications.

Expertise in:
●
●

●
●
●

arts governance
corporate
governance and
administration
arts philanthropy
youth arts
First Nations arts.
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Committee
member while
Acting as Deputy
Chair but did not
receive additional
remuneration for
Audit Committee
membership.
Mr Mario
D’Orazio

3/4

Expertise in:
●
●

●

$4,924

N/A

arts governance
corporate
governance and
administration
media and
communications.

Nominations and Appointments Committee
The Nominations and Appointments Committee was chaired by the Deputy Chair of
the Board, Miss Lee-Ann Tjunypa Buckskin during 2020–21. The committee
facilitates and oversees the nominations process for the Council’s peer and strategy
panels in consultation with senior management.
The committee considers all nominations at its meetings and then makes
recommendations to the Board for appointment of the endorsed nominees. The
Board considers each recommendation and approves the relevant appointments.
The committee met four times in 2020–21.
Figure 11: Attendance at Nominations and Appointments Committee meetings
Name

Number of meetings attended /
total number of meetings

Miss Lee-Ann Tjunypa Buckskin*

4/4

Mr Leigh Carmichael

1/4

Mr Khoa Do

3/4

Ms Rebecca Weisser

4/4

Mrs Christine Simpson Stokes AM

4/4

* Miss Buckskin’s term as Deputy of the Board and Chair of the Nominations and Appointment’s
Committee concluded on 15 May 2021.
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Decisions Review Committee
The Board has empowered the Decisions Review Committee, under the Council’s
Authorisations Framework and the Act, to determine requests for review of grant
related decisions. To meet the requirements for review, the applicant must establish
a relevant administrative ground to dispute a decision.
The Decisions Review Committee does not assess the artistic merit of applications.
Its purpose, under the Board’s direction, is to ensure the peer assessment panels
and senior officers have followed procedural fairness in making decisions.
The membership comprises the CEO, the Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee, a
member of the Nominations and Appointments Committee and one additional Board
member. Further information is available at
https://australiacouncil.gov.au/investment-and-development/assessmentprocess/appealing-a-grant-decision/.
The Decisions Review Committee did not meet in 2020-21.

Rescission of Decisions Committee
The Board has empowered the Rescission of Decisions Committee, under the
Council’s Authorisations Framework and the Act to:
1. Suspend a decision by a Panel, Committee, Officer(s) or Employee(s)
approving a grant or loan of money or the provision of a scholarship,
fellowship, award, or other benefits, until such time as a decision is made
whether to rescind or confirm it; and
2. Rescind or confirm a decision by a Panel, Committee or Officer(s) or
Employee(s) approving a grant or loan of money or the provision of a
scholarship, fellowship, award, or other benefits.
The Rescission of Decisions Committee consists of the Deputy Chair and the CEO.
The Chair may exercise the power in unison with the CEO when the Deputy Chair is
absent. The authority shall only be exercised where the project outcomes
contemplated in a grant application or funding decision under review may not comply
with all applicable laws, or could reasonably be deemed to have the effect of bringing
the Council into disrepute.
The Rescission of Decisions Committee did not meet in 2020–21.

Appeals Committee
The Board has empowered the Appeals Committee, under the Council’s
Authorisations Framework and the Act, to consider and determine any appeal from a
Board or committee member or senior officer of the Council against a decision by the
Rescission of Decisions Committee to rescind a previously approved decision.
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The Appeals Committee consists of the Chair (or the Deputy Chair where the Chair
has participated in the decision to rescind or confirm the subject of the appeal) and
three Board members, as elected by the Chair (or Deputy Chair) providing that the
Board members have not been involved in the decision under appeal. At least one
committee member is to have experience as an arts practitioner.
The Appeals Committee did not meet in 2020–21.

Peer assessment panels
A peer is a practising artist, arts professional or industry expert with knowledge and
experience of the Australian arts sector. Decision making on funding based on the
assessment of artistic merit by a panel of peers is a core principle of the Council.
The Council convenes assessment panels across a range of arts practices, with
membership rotating between assessment meetings rather than remaining static.
For assessment meetings during 2020–21, the Council utilised its large and diverse
pool of over 740 peers to select from when forming assessment panels. Peers are
chosen for their experience and knowledge, which enables them to make an
informed assessment about the work in a particular art form or area within the arts
sector. The careful composition of each panel ensures diverse representation.
In April 2021, the Council refreshed the pool of peers used to assess applications to
our investment programs from 2021–22 onwards. 579 peers have been appointed to
the pool for a 3-year period, concluding in May 2024.
The Council has a robust governance structure for the peer assessment process.
Peers must declare all actual, potential or perceived conflicts of interest in
accordance with the Council’s Conflicts of Interest Policy (which is included in the
Peer Assessment Handbook). Governance matters are also discussed during a
peer’s induction to the role and are reiterated at each assessment meeting.
Peers agree a final ranked order of applications. These recommendations are
considered by certain senior officers of the Council, who are authorised to make
grants and pursue particular purposes already approved by the Board or its
committees, when allocating the grant budget.
There were 197 opportunities for peers to participate in one of the 42 assessment
meetings during 2020–21, which involved 179 individual peer assessors. This
included assessment meetings for the Government touring programs, Arts &
Disability Mentoring Initiative, and Arts Projects. The COVID-19 pandemic
necessitated that the Council suspend face to face assessment meetings for the
period 2020–21.
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First Nations Arts Strategy Panel
As part of the Council’s commitment to First Nations self-determination and decisionmaking, our First Nations arts strategy panel comprises senior arts leaders who
provide expert advice supporting the development and promotion of traditional and
contemporary arts practices. The panel encourages new forms of cultural expression
by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who practise any art form and live in
urban, regional and remote areas.
The Panel was previously known as the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Arts
Panel, and prior to that the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders Arts Board.
The Panel was chaired by Mr Wesley Enoch AM during 2020–21. Deputy Chair Miss
Lee-Ann Tyunypa Buckskin (SA) held observer status on the panel during 2020–21.

Figure 12: Current membership of the First Nations Arts Strategy Panel as from
1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021
Name

State / Territory

Role

Mr Wesley Enoch AM

NSW

Chair

Mr Wayne Barker

WA

Member

Ms Marlene Chisholm*

NT

Member

Mr Jason Eades

VIC

Member

Ms Janina Harding**

QLD/Vic

Member

Ms Nardi Simpson**

NSW

Member

Ms Sienna Stubbs***

NT

Member

Dr Jared Thomas

SA

Member

Ms Vicki West*

Tas

Member

Reference:
* Appointed 31 December 2020
** Appointed 1 September 2020
*** Appointed 3 May 2021
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Figure 13: Members of the First Nations Arts Strategy Panel whose terms concluded
during 1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021
Name

State / Territory

Role

Ms Nancy Bamaga^

QLD/TSI

Member

Mr Patrick Mau^^

TSI/QLD

Member

Ms Sonia Smallacombe^

NSW/NT

Member

Mr Major Sumner^^

SA

Member

Dr Christian Thompson^^^ SA/UK

Member

Reference:
^ Term concluded 1 September 2020
^^ Term concluded 31 December 2020
^^^ Resigned 1 October 2020

Multi-Year Investment Finance and Governance
Advisory Panel
The Multi-Year Investment Finance and Governance Advisory Panel is authorised by
the Board to monitor the financial and governance performance of all multi-year
investment organisations31, with particular focus on the Australia Council’s
investment in those organisations funded through the National Performing Arts
Partnership Framework in partnership with state and territory governments. The
panel provides advice to the Council on multi-year investment organisations’
financial performance and compliance with Key Performance Indicators; and
organisational issues relating to financial and governance performance. The panel
participates in the National Performing Arts Partnership assessment process by
advising on invited organisations’ financial and governance capabilities.

Figure 14: Membership of the Multi-Year Investment Finance and Governance
Advisory Panel as from 1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021
Name

State / Territory Role

Mr Derek Young AM

VIC

Chair

Ms Helen Cook

WA

Member

Mr Mario D’Orazio

WA

Member

Ms Rosheen Garnon

NSW

Member

Ms Sophie Mitchell

QLD

Member

31

Multi-year investment organisations include National Performing Arts Partnership organisations, Four Year
Funded organisations, strategic organisations contracted on individual multi-year core funding contracts
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Accountability
Responsible Minister
The Minister responsible for the Council during the 2020–21 year was The Hon Paul
Fletcher MP, Minister for Communications, Urban Infrastructure, Cities and the Arts.

Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional
Development and Communications
The Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and
Communications may attend Council Board meetings as an observer. Senior
representatives from the Office for the Arts attended meetings during 2020–21.

Ministerial directions and rules
The Council is bound by the Australia Council Rule 2013 (‘the Rule’) issued for the
purpose of section 48(1)(a), (b) and (c) of the Act. Section 48(1) of the Act provides
for restrictions on financial transactions and requires that ministerial approval is
sought in writing for an amount prescribed by the rules. The Rule prescribes the
amount of $1,000,000 for the purposes of section 48(1)(a), (b) and (c) of the Act.
No ministerial directions were received in 2020–21.

General Policy Orders and government policies
No General Policy Orders or government policies affecting the Council were issued
in 2020–21. Previously issued General Policy Orders and government policies
continued to be noted.

Judicial decisions and reviews by outside bodies
During 2020–21 there were no judicial decisions or decisions of administrative
tribunals that have had, or may have, a significant impact on the Council’s
operations.

Changes affecting the Council
Necessary measures adopted to protect Australians from COVID-19 have resulted
in significant immediate and long-term challenges for Australian arts and creativity.
Substantial income and opportunity have been lost as venues have closed and
events, programs and domestic and international work have been cancelled or
postponed. The Council has responded to these challenges through our activities in
2020–21. See: Analysis of performance against our purpose and Our response to
COVID-19 for further details and the Council’s response.
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Significant events
Section 19 of the PGPA Act requires the Council to notify the responsible Minister
of events such as proposals to form a company, partnership or trust, to acquire or
dispose of a significant shareholding in a company or commence or cease business
activities or to make other significant changes.
No significant events in the context of section 19 of the PGPA Act occurred during
2020–21.

External audit
Under section 7 of the Auditor General Act 1997 the Auditor-General acts as the
external auditor for the Commonwealth. The Australian National Audit Office (ANAO)
supports the Auditor-General, whose primary client is the Australian Parliament. The
ANAO did not conduct any performance audits of Council during 2020–21. There
were no reports on the operations of the Council by the Auditor General (other than
the report on the financial statements) or by a parliamentary committee.

Internal audit
During 2020–21 the Council’s internal auditors, RSM, conducted three audits
on Risk Management, Grants Management and follow up audit of previous audit
recommendations.

Freedom of information
The Council is a Commonwealth agency subject to the Freedom of Information
Act 1982. As such, it is required to publish information for the public as part
of the Information Publication Scheme. The Council website provides details
of the information published in accordance with the Information Publication
Scheme requirements. The information can be found at:
https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/about/freedom-of-information/.

Grants
Information on awarded grants is available online at:
https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/funding/awarded-grants/.
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Service charter
The Council’s service charter reflects its commitment to provide excellent client
service. It confirms the Council’s responsibility for maintaining service standards that
are respectful, responsive and fair, that clients and other stakeholders can expect.
The Council service charter can be found at:
https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/about/service-charter/.

Risk management
The Council has a Risk Management Policy and an associated Risk Management
Framework that provides a comprehensive approach to managing risk in a
systematic and transparent manner. The framework provides principles and
guidelines to assist staff to identify, evaluate and effectively manage all significant
risks. The framework also requires the Council to prepare a Risk Management
Report for the Board’s review every six months, which is an essential component to
ensuring the framework’s principles are being implemented.
The Council has a Fraud Control Policy, which provides guidance on what
constitutes fraud, outlines the Council’s responsibility for managing fraud and the
process for addressing and reporting suspected incidents of fraud.
These documents are reviewed and updated annually to ensure alignment with
current legislation and best practice. Each year the Council also produces a Risk
Management Annual Plan and a Fraud Control Annual Plan, which detail specific
activities to be performed under these areas, such as internal audit reviews. These
plans are approved by the Audit and Risk Committee.
The principles outlined in these documents are embedded in the diverse decisionmaking processes across the organisation.
The current Risk Management Policy, Risk Management Framework and Fraud
Control Policy and their respective annual plans are available on the Council’s
intranet.
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Project control group
The Project Control Group (PCG) continued to ensure a consistent organisation wide
approach towards the management of projects which significantly contribute to the
achievement of the Council’s strategic goals and corporate objectives.
The PCG comprises members of the Executive team, and it approves, endorses,
monitors and provides guidance for strategic project activity, which has an impact
across the entire organisation.

Workplace forum staff representatives
A Workplace Forum staff representative provides a written report to the Board which
contains information on current staff matters. The representative may be invited to
participate in discussion about the Workplace Forum report at the discretion of the
Chair.
Ms Sophie Byrne and Ms Samantha Groth were appointed to the Workplace Forum
as staff representatives in May 2019 and maintained their representative role
through 2020–21.
All new Workplace Forum staff representatives participate in an initial induction to
understand the nature of the role and the confidentiality required to perform it. The
Workplace Forum staff representatives are also subject to the Workplace Forum
Charter in carrying out their roles.
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Management of human resources
Industrial relations and workplace consultation
The Australia Council Enterprise Agreement 2017–2020 reached its nominal expiry
on 2 November 2020. Staff covered by the Enterprise Agreement supported a pay
determination to provide an annual collective increase of two per cent per annum,
over three years, while maintaining the current terms and conditions of the
Enterprise Agreement. The pay determination was approved in line with the
Australian Public Sector Workplace Bargaining Policy 2018, with effect from 3
November 2020.
In response to the COVID-19 impact on the broader economy, the Council complied
with government directions to defer the initial increase by six months. As a result, the
collective increase was provided on 3 May 2021.
Our Workplace Consultative Committee (WCC) enables facilities and the rights of
employee representatives to support the employment relationship for operational
issues, provide consultation on employment policies and matters relating to the
Enterprise Agreement. The WCC membership includes the Workplace Forum staff
representatives, workplace delegates for the Community and Public Sector Union,
and nominated management representatives from Human Resources.
Our Workplace Forum also provides for effective consultation across the
organisation. The Forum’s objectives are to foster a healthy working environment
and positive workplace culture; encourage active participation by all staff in the
organisation; and develop and promote positive workplace relations across all levels
of the organisation. In 2020–21 the Forum comprised two staff and two management
representatives.

Promoting a healthy and safe workplace
The Council is committed to providing a workplace where people feel safe and are
not at risk of physical or psychological injury. In 2020–21, there were no notifiable
incidents reported to Comcare under the Work Health and Safety Act 2011, no
notices were issued or investigations required to be conducted.
The WHS Committee meets on a bi-monthly basis. The WHS Committee is chaired
by a staff member with elected staff representatives and two management
representatives. The WHS Committee meeting minutes are made available to all
staff electronically and physically throughout the office. There are systems in place
for staff to readily report any hazards, near misses, injuries or incidents, including
First Aid assistance. Identified hazards, near misses and risks have corrective action
applied when reasonably practicable to do so. Human Resources provides a monthly
update to the Executive on WHS and a report for the Council’s Board as a standing
agenda item at each meeting.
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Prior to WHS Committee meetings, on-site workplace inspections are conducted to
assess and manage risks. Due to the COVID–19 pandemic and heighted home–
based work, all staff were required to complete a WHS risk assessment every two
months. This process assured controls were in place as staff adapted to home–
based work. The risk assessments continue to support our hybrid workplace
arrangements. In March 2021, the Council updated its Home-Based Work (HBW)
Policy to enable a hybrid workplace model. The HBW Policy balances the options of
flexibility for staff to work from home while maintaining a connection to the broader
workplace through attendance in the office.
To support a healthy and safe office-based environment during the COVID-19
pandemic, the Council complied with government health orders and directions,
including COVIDSafe plans and all government mandated check-in and screening
processes. When working in the office, hygiene practices are supported with
increased cleaning for high-touch and communal areas, hand/surface sanitiser
stations, antibacterial wipes, along with signage for wayfinding, hand washing and
other hygiene requirements. The Business Continuity Executive met as necessary to
review and respond to these orders, with regular communications to staff. The
Council created a Modes of Operation framework based on three risk levels for the
Sydney–based operations, to enable rapid and consistent responses to the changing
community conditions and government health alerts.
As part of the Council’s commitment to work health and safety (WHS) and to
promote a safe workplace, a range of mandatory and voluntary support programs
were provided. These range from induction modules and orientations to ensure
compliance, to onsite or vouchers for flu vaccinations, ergonomic workstation
assessments (both physical and virtual) and a holistic employee assistance program.
Human Resources, the WHS Committee and staff volunteers, collectively known as
the Wellbeing Warriors, continued to promote opportunities to support mental and
social health. Some highlights included ‘virtual corridor’ sessions where staff are
randomly paired for a conversation during lockdown to extend beyond routine
interactions, regular communications and resources to promote positive mental
health strategies, complimentary yoga and Pilates sessions, guided weaving with
senior Tjanpi artists, a Wayapa Wurkk session to connect with ancient earth
mindfulness techniques, craft making sessions and fundraising for the Cancer
Council through Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea.
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Staff profile
Employees are appointed under section 43 of the Australia Council Act 2013. Most
staff are covered by the terms and conditions set out in the Australia Council
Enterprise Agreement. Members of the Council’s Executive and Leadership teams
are employed on individual employment agreements.
As at 30 June 2021 there were 97.6 full-time equivalent (FTE) employees. This
represents a decrease from 101.3 in 2019–20 based on vacancies being recruited
for as at 30 June 2021. The average staffing level (ASL) for the year was 101.6,
compared with the previous year’s 103.0.

Figure 15: All Ongoing Employees Current Report Period (2020–21)
Male

Female

Indeterminate

Total

Full- Part- Total Full- Part- Total
Full- Part- Total
time time Male time time Female time time Indeterminate
NSW

6

2

8

18

3

21

-

-

-

29
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-
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-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-
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-

-

-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Overseas

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total

6

2

8

18

3

21

-

-

-

29
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Figure 16: All Non-Ongoing Employees Current Report Period (2020–21)
Male

Female

Indeterminate

Total

Full- Part- Total Full- Part- Total
Full- Part- Total
time time Male time time Female time time Indeterminate
NSW

18

1

19

46

5

51

-

-

-

70

Qld

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-
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Total
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1
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5
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-

-

-
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Figure 17: All Ongoing Employees Previous Report Period (2019–20)
Male

Female

Indeterminate

Total

Full- Part- Total Full- Part- Total
Full- Part- Total
time time Male time time Female time time Indeterminate
NSW

7

2

9

18

5

23

-

-

-

32
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Figure 18: All Non-Ongoing Employees Previous Report Period (2019–20)
Male

Female

Indeterminate

Total

Full- Part- Total Full- Part- Total
Full- Part- Total
time time Male time time Female time time Indeterminate
NSW

16

1

17

49

4

53

-
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-
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Total

16

1

17

52

4
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-

-

-

73

Reference:
* This language follows the Australian Government guidelines. The Council recognises that
terminologies and identifiers are rapidly evolving.

The Council’s staff profile continues to reflect the diversity, flexibility and skills
required to meet the changing needs of a dynamic arts sector. The representation of
employees in targeted equal opportunity groups at 30 June 2021 is shown as a
percentage of total employees in Figures 15 and 16 combined.
Most equal employment opportunity group representations have improved from the
previous year, with First Nations representation at the Council increasing over the
previous two years.
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Figure 19: Representation of employees in equal employment opportunity groups at
30 June 2021
2018–19

2019–20

2020–21

First Nations people

6.2%

6.6%

7.8%

People with disability

5.3%

2.8%

3.9%

Culturally and linguistically
diverse people

13.9%

18.7%

17.6%

Women

73.4%

74.5%

73.6%

Developing our people
The Council provided 15 internal promotions and four internal secondments to
support change initiatives over the year. Investment in tailored organisational
development initiatives and mandatory compliance training were provided to staff
this year. The Council enables staff to self-service for skill and professional
development programs.

Recognising our people
The Council celebrates its staff through the annual performance process, tenure
recognition and end of year awards based on the six values: Collaboration,
Resilience, Service, Integrity, Diversity and Leadership. Given the remarkable
collective effort through the calendar year 2020, the Council recognised all staff for
their commitment and dedication during the changing landscape of the COVID-19
pandemic.

Advertising
The Council uses advertising for a limited range of purposes: to recruit staff,
publicise initiatives and grant program closing dates, to invite clients to public
information sessions and to call for tenders. The total cost of staff recruitment
advertising was $12,057 compared to $6,221 in 2019–20. The cost of advertising
for all other purposes was $44,324 in 2020–21 compared to $48,532 in 2019–20.
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Executive remuneration
During the reporting period ended 30 June 2021, the Australia Council had 12 key
management personnel (KMP). KMP are determined by the Council to be the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO), current Board members and the Portfolio Minister. Their
names and length of term as KMP are summarised on the following page:
Figure 20: Names and lengths of terms key management personnel
Names

Titles

Term as KMP

Mr Sam Walsh AO

Chair of the Board

Full year

Miss Lee-Ann Tjunypa
Buckskin

Deputy Chair of the Board

1 July 2020 – 15 May 2021

Mr Adrian Collette AM

Chief Executive Officer

Full year

Ms Tina Arena AM

Member of the Board

Full year

Mr Leigh Carmichael

Member of the Board

Full year

Mr Mario D’Orazio

Member of the Board

Full year

Mr Khoa Do

Member of the Board

Full year

Ms Zoe McKenzie

Member of the Board

Full year

Ms Sophie Mitchell

Member of the Board

Full year

Mr Darren Rudd

Member of the Board

Full year

Mrs Christine Simpson
Stokes AM

Member of the Board

Full year

Ms Rebecca Weisser

Member of the Board

Full year

In the notes to the financial statements for the period ending 30 June 2021,
the Australia Council disclosed the following KMP expenses.
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Figure 21: Key management personnel remuneration
2021
Key management personnel remuneration for the reporting period

$

Short-term benefits:
Base Salary
Bonus

774,529
34,639

Other benefits and allowances
Total short-term benefits

809,168

Superannuation
Total post-employment benefits

67,462

Other long-term benefits
Long service leave

13,476

Total other long-term benefits

13,476

Total key management personnel remuneration

890,106
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Framework for determining remuneration
Key management personnel
The Portfolio Minister’s remuneration and benefits are set by the Tribunal and not
paid by the Council.
The remuneration and allowances of the Council’s KMP is set by the Remuneration
Tribunal (‘Tribunal’). The guiding determination for the reporting period ending 30
June 2021 was the Remuneration Tribunal (Remuneration and Allowances for
Holders of Part-time Public Office) Determination 2020. The Tribunal advise the
Council the outcome of an annual review of remuneration for Holders of Public
Office.
The Tribunal’s determination for the Principal Executive Office (PEO) Classification
Structure and Terms and Conditions guides the CEO remuneration. The CEO is
eligible for ‘at risk’ performance pay of up to 15% of total remuneration. Performance
pay is linked to the achievement of key performance indicators which are set
annually by the Chair and the Board and aligned to the Council’s strategy and
objectives. Any performance payment is subject to the views of the Portfolio Minister.

Senior executives
Senior executives are determined by the Council to be the Executive Directors who
report directly to the CEO.
Executive Directors are employed under individual common law employment
agreements. Salary is determined by the CEO and reviewed annually, in line with the
Council’s performance management process. There was a wage freeze for senior
executives for the reporting period ending 30 June 2021. As a result the senior
executives did not receive a remuneration increase.
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330,232

61,019

39,982

53,060

33,562

Mr Adrian Chief
Executive
Collette
Officer
AM

Mr Sam
Chair of
Walsh AO the Board

Miss Lee- Member of
the Board
Ann
Buckskin

Ms Sophie Member of
the Board
Mitchell

Mr Khoa
Do

Member of
the Board

Base
salary

Position
title

Name

-

-

-

-

34,639

Bonuses

-

-

-

-

-

Other benefits
and allowances

Short-term benefits

3,188

5,041

3,798

5,797

20,354

Superannuation
contributions

Post-employment
benefits

Figure 22: Information about remuneration for key management personnel
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13,476

Long
service
leave

-

-

-

-

-

Other
long-term
benefits

Other long-term
benefits

-

-

-

-

-

36,750

58,101

43,781

66,816

398,701

Termination
Total
benefits
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38,505

44,593

33,562

33,562

Member of
the Board

Member of
the Board

Ms Zoe
McKenzie

Mr Mario
D’Orazio

Ms Tina
Member of
Arena AM the Board

Mr Darren Member of
the Board
Rudd

774,529

33,562

Mr Leigh Member of
Carmichael the Board

Total

39,423

Member of
the Board
and Acting
Deputy
Chair of
the Board

Mrs
Christine
Simpson
Stokes AM

33,468

Member of
the Board

Ms
Rebecca
Weisser

34,639

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

67,462

3,188

3,188

4,376

8,418

3,188

3,745

3,179

13,476

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

890,106

36,750

36,750

48,969

46,923

36,750

43,168

36,647
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1

-

1

$220,001 $245,000

$245,001 $270,000

$270,001 $295,000

$295,001 $320,000

275,572

-

237,127

-

141,332

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Average Average
Average
base bonuses
other
salary
benefits and
allowances

Short-term benefits

19,747

-

20,721

-

18,722

Average
superannuation
contributions

Post-employment
benefits

10,789

-

7,092

-

-18,386

-

-

-

-

-

Average Average other
long service
long-term
leave
benefits

Other long-term
benefits

-

-

-

-

-

Average
termination
benefits

Termination
benefits

306,108

-

264,940

-

141,668

Average total
remuneration

Total
remuneration

The Council did not employ any highly paid staff whose total remuneration exceeded the threshold remuneration of $230,000.

Information about remuneration for other highly paid staff

3

Number of
senior
executives

$0 $220,000

Total
remuneration
bands

Figure 23: Information about remuneration for senior executives
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Independent Auditor’s Report

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Minister for Communications, Urban Infrastructure, Cities and the Arts
Opinion
In my opinion, the financial statements of the Australia Council (the Entity) for the year ended 30 June 2021:
(a) comply with Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements and the Public
Governance, Performance and Accountability (Financial Reporting) Rule 2015; and
(b) present fairly the financial position of the Entity as at 30 June 2021 and its financial performance and cash
flows for the year then ended.
The financial statements of the Entity, which I have audited, comprise the following as at 30 June 2021 and for
the year then ended:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statement by the Accountable Authority, Chief Executive and Chief Financial Officer;
Statement of Comprehensive Income;
Statement of Financial Position;
Statement of Changes in Equity;
Cash Flow Statement; and
Notes to the financial statements, comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other
explanatory information.

Basis for opinion
I conducted my audit in accordance with the Australian National Audit Office Auditing Standards, which
incorporate the Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under those standards are further described
in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of my report. I am independent
of the Entity in accordance with the relevant ethical requirements for financial statement audits conducted by
the Auditor-General and his delegates. These include the relevant independence requirements of the
Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants
(including Independence Standards) (the Code) to the extent that they are not in conflict with the AuditorGeneral Act 1997. I have also fulfilled my other responsibilities in accordance with the Code. I believe that the
audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion.
Accountable Authority’s responsibility for the financial statements
As the Accountable Authority of the Entity, the Board is responsible under the Public Governance, Performance
and Accountability Act 2013 (the Act) for the preparation and fair presentation of annual financial statements
that comply with Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements and the rules made under
the Act. The Board is also responsible for such internal control as the Board determines is necessary to enable
the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the Board is responsible for assessing the ability of the Entity to continue
as a going concern, taking into account whether the Entity’s operations will cease as a result of an administrative
restructure or for any other reason. The Board is also responsible for disclosing, as applicable, matters related
to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the assessment indicates that it is not
appropriate.

GPO Box 707, Canberra ACT 2601
38 Sydney Avenue, Forrest ACT 2603
Phone (02) 6203 7300
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Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
My objective is to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance
with the Australian National Audit Office Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it
exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis
of the financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with the Australian National Audit Office Auditing Standards, I exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. I also:
• identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion,
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control;
• obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the Entity’s internal control;
• evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates
and related disclosures made by the Accountable Authority;
• conclude on the appropriateness of the Accountable Authority’s use of the going concern basis of accounting
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If I conclude
that a material uncertainty exists, I am required to draw attention in my auditor’s report to the related
disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify my opinion. My
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of my auditor’s report. However, future
events or conditions may cause the Entity to cease to continue as a going concern; and
• evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a
manner that achieves fair presentation.
I communicate with the Accountable Authority regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing
of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that I identify
during my audit.
Australian National Audit Office

Bradley Medina
Senior Director
Delegate of the Auditor-General
Canberra
23 August 2021
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Certification
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Statement of comprehensive income
for the period ended 30 June 2021

2021

2020

Original
Budget

Notes

$'000

$'000

$'000

Employee benefits

1.1A

13,178

14,064

13,822

Suppliers

1.1B

7,275

9,738

10,864

Grants

1.1C

193,914

187,122

187,593

Depreciation and amortisation

2.2A

3,371

2,880

3,193

161

176

161

-

3

-

217,899

213,983

215,633

NET COST OF SERVICES
Expenses

Finance costs
Foreign exchange losses
Total expenses

Own-source revenue
Interest

1.2A

286

661

100

Rental income

1.2B

9

129

-

Other revenue

1.2C

2,736

1,379

650

3,031

2,169

750

304

32

-

304

32

-

3,335

2,201

750

(214,564)

(211,782)

(214,883)

214,883

212,122

214,883

319

340

-

Total own-source revenue

Gains
Gains from sale of assets

1.2E

Total gains
Total own-source revenue and gains
Net cost of services
Revenue from Government
Surplus on continuing operations

1.2D
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OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Items not subject to subsequent
reclassification to net cost of services
Changes in asset revaluation surplus
Transfer from asset revaluation reserve
to retained surplus
Total other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income

24

1,222

-

-

(68)

-

24

1,154

-

343

1,494

-

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
Budget variances commentary
Employee Benefits expenses are lower than budget by $644,000 due to savings from vacancies in
some staff roles and net leave taken.
Suppliers expenses comprise both core overhead expenses and program expenses related to
investment in the arts (refer Note 1.1B). Supplier expenses are lower than budget by $3,589,000 as a
result of the changed environment and activities due to COVID-19 with significant savings in travel
and contractor costs.
Grants Expenditure is higher than budget by $6,321,000 as a result of savings in employee benefits
and supplier expenses of $4,233,000 being repurposed to grants, and additional investment facilitated
by higher Other Revenue (refer below).
Interest Income is higher than budget by $186,000 due to the timing of income and expenditure
resulting in higher cash balances than expected during the year.
Other Revenue is higher than budget by $2,086,000 due to;
(a) a $1,400,000 grant received from the Council's portfolio department to increase funding to the
Playing Australia program as part of the COVID-19 related Relief and Recovery Fund, and
(b) other income received for various programs.
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Statement of financial position
as at 30 June 2021

2021

2020

Original
Budget

Notes

$’000

$’000

$’000

Cash and cash equivalents

2.1A

8,097

6,804

8,161

Trade and other receivables

2.1B

2,588

596

596

10,685

7,400

8,757

ASSETS
Financial assets

Total financial assets

Non-financial assets
Land and buildings

2.2A

22,160

23,954

24,275

Leasehold improvements

2.2A

2,151

2,413

-

Plant and equipment

2.2A

890

1,092

1,324

Computer software

2.2A

351

1,311

952

Works of art

2.2A

442

421

-

Prepayments

2.2B

585

534

534

26,579

29,725

27,085

-

384

384

37,264

37,509

36,226

Total non-financial assets
Assets held for sale

1.2E

Total assets

LIABILITIES
Payables
Suppliers

2.3A

1,090

565

815

Grants

2.3B

1,340

1,007

1,007

Deferred revenue

2.3C

341

462

-

Other payables

2.3D

688

615

828

3,459

2,649

2,650

Total payables
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Interest bearing liabilities
Leases

2.5

Total interest bearing liabilities

13,969

15,254

13,970

13,969

15,254

13,970

Provisions
Employee provisions

3.1

2,436

2,549

2,549

Other provisions

2.4

770

770

770

3,206

3,319

3,319

Total liabilities

20,634

21,222

19,939

Net assets

16,630

16,287

16,287

Reserves

9,769

10,115

10,115

Retained surplus

6,861

6,172

6,172

16,630

16,287

16,287

Total provisions

EQUITY

Total equity

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
Budget variances commentary
Trade and Other Receivables are higher than budget by $1,992,000 primarily due to;
(a) the amount of GST to be received being higher than the budgeted amount, reflecting higher
payments in June 2021 and
(b) the proceeds receivable from the sale of the violoncello in June 2021 (a Council asset previously
classified as an Asset held for sale).
Total Non-Financial Assets are lower than budget by $506,000 due to lower than budgeted capital
expenditure.
Assets held for sale are lower due to a violoncello classified as Assets held for sale at 30 June 2020
being sold in June 2021.
Total Payables are lower than budget by $809,000 due to the timing of payments for grants and
suppliers.
Total Provisions are lower than budget by $113,000 due to a reduction in annual leave balances
during the year.
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Statement of changes in equity
for the period ended 30 June 2021

2021

2020

Original
Budget

$’000

$’000

$’000

Balance carried forward from previous period

6,172

5,742

6,172

Adjusted opening balance

6,172

5,742

6,172

Surplus for the period

319

340

-

Sub-total comprehensive income

319

340

-

370

68

-

-

22

-

370

90

-

6,861

6,172

6,172

Balance carried forward from previous period

3,693

2,539

3,693

Adjusted opening balance

3,693

2,539

3,693

24

1,222

-

-

(68)

-

24

1,154

-

Transfers between equity components

(370)

-

-

Closing balance as at 30 June

3,347

3,693

3,693

RETAINED SURPLUS
Opening balance

Comprehensive income

Transfers from reserves
Transfer from asset revaluation reserve
Transfer from Venice Biennale reserve
Sub-total transfers from reserves
Closing balance as at 30 June

ASSET REVALUATION RESERVE
Opening balance

Comprehensive income
Other comprehensive income
Transfer to retained surplus
Sub-total comprehensive income
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OTHER RESERVES
Opening balance
Balance carried forward from previous period

6,422

6,444

6,422

Transfer from Venice Biennale reserve

-

(22)

-

Sub-total transfers from reserves

-

(22)

-

Closing balance as at 30 June

6,422

6,422

6,422

Total reserves

9,769

10,115

10,115

Balance carried forward from previous period

16,287

14,725

16,287

Adjusted opening balance

16,287

14,725

16,287

319

340

-

24

1,222

-

-

(68)

-

343

1,494

-

-

68

-

16,630

16,287

16,287

Transfers from reserves

TOTAL EQUITY
Opening balance

Comprehensive income
Surplus for the period
Asset revaluation reserve
Transfer from asset revaluation reserve to retained
surplus
Total comprehensive income
Transfers between equity components
Closing balance as at 30 June

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
Budget variances commentary
The Total Equity balance at 30 June 2021 is higher than budget by $343,000 due to the surplus for
the year of $319,000 and an increase to the Asset Revaluation Reserve of $24,000 arising from the
revaluation of Works of Art.
Retained Surplus is $689,000 higher than budget due to a surplus of $319,000 and a transfer of
$370,000 from the Asset Revaluation Reserve.
The Asset Revaluation Reserve is lower than budget by $346,000 due to the revaluation of Works
of Art which generated a value increment of $24,000, offset by a transfer to Retained Surplus of
$370,000 due to the sale of a violoncello.
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Cash flow statement
for the period ended 30 June 2021

2021

2020

Original
Budget

$’000

$’000

$’000

214,883

212,122

214,883

1,764

-

-

-

32

-

290

658

100

17,737

19,162

17,863

983

1,952

650

235,657

233,926

233,496

13,220

13,918

13,822

7,483

12,767

11,843

Grants and Programs

212,065

204,900

204,476

Total cash used

232,768

231,585

230,141

2,889

2,341

3,355

Purchase of property, plant and equipment
(net of lease incentive for fit-out)

151

1,210

553

Total cash used

151

1,210

553

(151)

(1,210)

(553)

Notes
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash received
Appropriations
Receipts from Government
Disposal proceeds for property, plant and
equipment
Interest
GST received
Other
Total cash received

Cash used
Employees
Suppliers

Net cash from/(used by) operating
activities

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Cash used

Net cash from/(used by) investing
activities
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FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Cash used
Payment of lease liabilities

1,445

1,045

1,445

Total cash used

1,445

1,045

1,445

(1,445)

(1,045)

(1,445)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash held

1,293

86

1,357

Cash and cash equivalents at the
beginning of the reporting period

6,804

6,718

6,804

8,097

6,804

8,161

Net cash from/(used by) financing
activities

Cash and cash equivalents at the
end of the reporting period

2.1A

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
Budget variances commentary
The variances between budget and actual Cash Flow Statement are consistent with those set out
above for the Statement of Comprehensive Income and Statement of Financial Position.
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Overview
Objectives of the Council
The Australia Council (the Council) is an Australian Government controlled entity.
It is a not-for-profit entity.
The purpose of the Council is to champion and invest in Australian arts and
creativity.
The Council is structured to meet one outcome:
Supporting Australian artists and art organisations to create and present excellent art
that is accessed by audiences across Australia and abroad.
The continued existence of the Council, in its present form and with its present
programs, is dependent on Government policy and on continuing funding by
Parliament for the Council's administration and programs.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic the Council worked closely with the Office
for the Arts and the Minister to provide advice and information to assist the
Government's response to the pandemic crisis. The Council's response to the critical
situation faced by the Australian arts and culture sector included the following:
●

For individuals and organisations who had existing arrangements with the
Council, reporting and grant condition relief were delivered. This included
bringing forward grant payments.

●

Adjustments to Four Year Funding to keep as many organisations as possible
funded.

●

Suspended current investment programs and introduced new ones.

●

On-line learning for the cultural sector on key topics to assist the sector
navigate the immediate and long term impacts of COVID-19.

●

A weekly series of First Nations roundtables to discuss the implications
of COVID-19 for the First Nations sector.

●

In conjunction with the Office for the Arts, the Council held weekly roundtable
sessions with peak art bodies.

●

A digital support solution on Facebook for artists to share and promote their
work.

●

Provided research and analysis to identify the immediate and long term impacts
of COVID-19 on Australia's cultural sector.
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The basis of preparation
The financial statements are general purpose financial statements and are required
by section 42 of the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013:
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with:
a) Public Governance, Performance and Accountability (Financial Reporting)
Rule 2015 (FRR) for reporting periods ending on or after 1 July 2015; and
b) Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations – Reduced Disclosure
Requirements issued by the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB)
that apply for the reporting period.
The financial statements have been prepared on an accrual basis and in accordance
with the historical cost convention, except for certain assets and liabilities at fair
value. Except where stated, no allowance is made for the effect of changing prices
on the results or the financial position. The financial statements are presented in
Australian dollars.

New accounting standards
Adoption of New Australian Accounting Standard Requirements
The Council has neither early adopted nor applied any new, revised or amending
Accounting Standards and Interpretations that are not yet mandatory for the financial
year ended 30 June 2021.

Taxation
The Council is exempt from all forms of taxation except Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT)
and Good and Services Tax (GST).

Impact of COVID-19: Going concern
In assessing the impact of COVID-19 on the Council's operation there were no
issues, events or conditions identified that would impact the going concern of the
Council.

Events after the reporting period
Since balance date, COVID-19 has continued to evolve and may have an impact on
specific areas of judgement required for these financial statements.
Management have continued to evaluate significant inputs that are used to derive
property valuations and have determined there are no material events which would
give rise to an adjustment.
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Notes to the financial statements
1. Financial performance
This section analyses the financial performance of the Australia Council for the year
ended 30 June 2021.

1.1 Expenses
1.1A: Employee benefits
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

11,551

12,057

1,224

1,226

Defined benefit plans

223

268

Leave and other entitlements

180

513

13,178

14,064

Wages and salaries
Superannuation
Defined contribution plans

Total employee benefits

Accounting policy
Accounting policies for employee related expenses are contained in the People and
relationships section.
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1.1B: Suppliers
2021

2020

$'000

$'000

Goods and services supplied or rendered

2,890

3,298

Total goods and services supplied or rendered-Core

2,890

3,298

Goods and services supplied or rendered

4,352

5,878

Total goods and services supplied or rendered-Program

4,352

5,878

33

35

Operating lease rentals

-

649

Provision for surplus lease space

-

(122)

33

562

7,275

9,738

Core

Programs

Other suppliers
Workers compensation expenses

Total other suppliers
Total suppliers

Core and Program Expenditure
Core expenditure includes operational costs for facilities, IT, Corporate Resources
and the Board.
Program expenditure is indirect investment in Australian arts and creativity through
national and international development activity, capacity building, research, the
Venice Biennale project and other strategic initiatives.
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1.1C: Grants
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Council Grants and Initiatives

25,546

28,198

Government Initiatives

18,419

15,456

Four Year Funding

29,663

28,118

National Performing Arts Partnership Companies

120,286

115,350

Total grants

193,914

187,122

Within 1 year

134,492

124,833

Between 1 to 5 years

290,758

22,903

Total National Performing Arts Partnership Companies

425,250

147,736

Within 1 year

31,943

-

Between 1 to 5 years

63,797

-

Total Four Year Funding

95,740

-

5,535

519

Between 1 to 5 years

11,165

-

Total Visual Arts and Craft Strategy

16,700

519

Within 1 year

3,348

4,824

Between 1 to 5 years

2,272

4,270

Total Other Grants

5,620

9,094

Grants’ commitments comprise the following major
categories:

National Performing Arts Partnership Companies

Four Year Funding

Visual Arts and Craft Strategy
Within 1 year

Other Grants
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Total Grant Commitments
Within 1 year

175,318

130,177

Between 1 to 5 years

367,992

27,173

Total Grant Commitments

543,310

157,350

Within 1 year

15,887

11,765

Between 1 to 5 years

33,449

2,467

Total GST recoverable on grants payable commitments

49,336

14,232

GST recoverable on commitments for grants payable:

For organisations under the National Performing Arts Partnership Framework, Four
Year Funding and Visual Arts and Craft Strategy, the quantum of commitments will
be determined by the point in time at which the balance date falls within the funding
agreement cycle. Current contracts for all of these organisations are for four years
and conclude in the 2024 calendar year.

1.2 Own-source revenue
1.2A: Interest
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Deposits

286

661

Total interest

286

661

1.2A: Interest

Accounting policy
Interest revenue is recognised using the effective interest method.
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1.2B: Rental Income
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Operating lease

9

129

Total rental income

9

129

Subleasing rental income
The Council in its capacity as lessor has a subleasing arrangement in place for office
space in its premises at 60 Union Street, Pyrmont. The lease payments receivable
are subject to annual increase in accordance with contractual terms.
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1.2C: Other revenue
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

132

397

133

257

8

7

363

83

1,400

-

250

-

Arts Leaders Program

50

172

Engaging Influencers - China

34

-

International Curators Program

20

-

Venice Biennale sponsorship

9

-

Venice Biennale professional development program

-

61

Venice Biennale Champions program

-

121

337

281

2,736

1,379

Returned grants
Income from fund raising:
Venice Biennale
Workplace giving
Other
Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional
Development and Communications
Playing Australia Program
Indigenous Contemporary Music Fund
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade:

Contributions from other non-government entities:

Other
Total other revenue

Accounting policy
Revenue
For reciprocal grants (equal value is given back by the Council to the provider),
such as the 'Arts Leaders Program', the Council only recognises the grants as
revenue when the Council has satisfied its performance obligations under the
terms of the grant.
For non-reciprocal grants, the Council only recognises the grants as revenue when
the grant is receivable or received.
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1.2D: Revenue from Government
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Departmental appropriations

214,883

212,122

Total revenue from Government

214,883

212,122

Appropriations

Accounting policy
Revenue from Government
Funding received or receivable from the Council's portfolio department (appropriated
to the Department for payment to the Council) is recognised as Revenue from
Government by Council (as a corporate Commonwealth entity) unless the funding is
in the nature of an equity injection or a loan. Appropriations are recognised when the
Council gains control of the appropriation. Appropriations receivable are recognised
at their nominal amount.

1.2E: Gains
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Gains from sale of assets

304

32

Total Gains from sale of assets

304

32

A violoncello was classified as Assets held for sale at 30 June 2020, this was sold in
June 2021 for $688,000, which generated a gain on sale of $304,000. There was an
amount of $370,000 relating to the violoncello in the Asset Revaluation Reserve
which has been transferred directly to Retained Earnings.
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2. Financial position
2.1 Financial assets
2.1A: Cash and cash equivalents
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Cash on hand or on deposit

8,097

6,804

Total cash and cash equivalents

8,097

6,804

Accounting policy
Cash and cash equivalents includes $356,000 (2020: $356,000) for monies held in
trust for The Marten Bequest which is offset in other payables in Note 2.3D. Refer to
Note 5.1 for further information.
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2.1B: Trade and other receivables
2021

2020

$'000

$'000

External Parties

688

46

Total goods and services receivables

688

46

1,898

544

2

6

Total other receivables

1,900

550

Total trade and other receivables

2,588

596

No more than 12 months

2,588

596

Total trade and other receivables

2,588

596

Not overdue

2,588

596

Total trade and other receivables

2,588

596

Other receivables
GST Receivable
Interest

Trade and other receivables expected to be recovered

Trade and other receivables aged as follows

There was no expected credit loss during the year (2020: nil).
Accounting policy
Receivables
Receivables, which have 30 day terms, are recognised at the nominal amounts due
less any impairment allowance. Allowances for expected credit losses are made on
an on-going basis.
Impairment of financial assets
Financial assets are assessed for impairment at the end of each reporting period.
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2.2 Non-financial assets
2.2A: Reconciliation of the opening and closing balances of property,
plant and equipment and intangibles
Land

Buildings

Leasehold
Improvements

Plant and
equipment

Computer
Software

Works
of art

Total

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

149

9,284

2,632

1,622

2,318

430

16,435

-

-

(219)

(530)

(1,007)

(9)

(1,765)

Total as at
1 July 2020

149

9,284

2,413

1,092

1,311

421

14,670

Carrying
amount of
right-of-use
assets

-

14,521

-

-

-

-

14,521

149

23,805

2,413

1,092

1,311

421

29,191

As at 1 July
2020
Gross book
value
Accumulated
depreciation,
amortisation
and impairment

Adjusted total
as at 1 July
2020
Additions
Purchase

-

-

-

117

31

3

151

Right-of-use assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Revaluations and
impairments
recognised in other
comprehensive
income

-

-

-

-

-

24

24

Assets held for
sale or in a
disposal group
held for sale

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Depreciation and
amortisation

-

(210)

(262)

(318)

(991)

(6)

(1,787)
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Depreciation on
right-of-use assets

143

-

(1,584)

-

-

-

-

(1,584)

Cost

-

-

-

-

-

(5)

(5)

Accumulated
Depreciation

-

-

-

-

-

5

5

Cost

-

-

-

(5)

(1,521)

-

(1,526)

Accumulated
Depreciation

-

-

-

4

1,521

-

1,525

Total as at
30 June 2021

149

22,011

2,151

890

351

442

25,994

Gross book value

149

9,284

2,632

1,734

828

452

15,079

-

(210)

(481)

(844)

(477)

(10)

(2,022)

149

9,074

2,151

890

351

442

13,057

-

12,937

-

-

-

-

12,937

Other movements
(restatement on
revaluations)

Disposals

Accumulated
depreciation,
amortisation and
impairment
Total as at
30 June 2021

Carrying amount
of right-of-use
assets

Plant and Equipment includes computer equipment and office furniture and fittings.
No indicators of impairment were found for property, plant and equipment and
intangibles.
The Australian Pavilion in Venice is situated in the Giardini della Venezia. The
Australia Council owns the building (value $8,609,000) and a land concession has
previously been granted by the Municipality of Venice (MoV) to allow the Council the
use of the land on which the pavilion sits.
The latest land concession expired on 31 December 2018. In the second half of
2019 the MoV passed a resolution to the effect that all countries with pavilions in the
Giardini would be offered renewed land concessions for up to nine years. The rental
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amount is expected to be consistent with heritage assets and therefore at nominal
levels. Due to the pandemic there has been no movement on this matter.
Revaluations of non-financial assets
Properties
No adjustments have been made to the 2020–2021 financial statements for property
valuations. The last full valuations of the properties were performed at 30 June 2020.
Confirmation was obtained at 30 June 2021 from the independent valuers for the
Paris and Rome properties that there has been no significant movement in the
underlying drivers of value.
The Venice Pavilion (excluding the land value which is not part of the ownership
interest) is valued based on the depreciated replacement cost approach. The
independent valuers of the Venice Pavilion advised that while the prices of essential
raw materials for the construction industry had increased in the first semester of
2021, they anticipated that prices would normalise towards pre Covid-19 levels by
the end of 2021. The revaluation increment was not material and as the increment
was likely to reverse in the next financial year no adjustment was made to the
valuation of the Venice Pavilion.
Works of Art
A full valuation of the Works of Art collection was performed at 30 June 2021. There
was an increase in the valuation of the Works of Art collection of $24,000 and this
amount has been taken to the Asset Revaluation Reserve and included in the equity
section of the Statement of Financial Position. The surplus taken to the Asset
Revaluation Reserve is shown in the Statement of Comprehensive Income as a net
surplus of $24,000 (2020: nil). The accumulated depreciation balance has been
netted off against the fair values when recognising the revaluation movement.
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Accounting policy
Assets are recorded at cost on acquisition except as stated below. The cost of
acquisition includes the fair value of assets transferred in exchange and liabilities
undertaken. Financial assets are initially measured at their fair value plus transaction
costs where appropriate.
Assets acquired at no cost, or for nominal consideration, are initially recognised as
assets and income at their fair value at the date of acquisition.
Asset Recognition Threshold
Purchases of property, plant and equipment are recognised initially at cost in the
statement of financial position, except for purchases costing less than $2,000, which
are expensed in the year of acquisition (other than where they form part of a group of
similar items which are significant in total).
The initial cost of an asset includes an estimate of the cost of dismantling and
removing the item and restoring the site on which it is located. This is particularly
relevant to ‘make good’ provisions in property leases taken up by the entity where
there exists an obligation to restore the property to its original condition. These costs
are included in the value of the Council's leasehold improvements with a
corresponding provision for the ‘make good’ recognised.
Revaluations
Following initial recognition at cost, property, plant and equipment are carried at
latest revaluation less subsequent accumulated depreciation and accumulated
impairment losses. Valuations are conducted with sufficient frequency to ensure that
the carrying amounts of assets did not differ materially from the assets’ fair values as
at the reporting date. The regularity of independent valuations depend upon the
volatility of movements in market values for the relevant assets.
Revaluation adjustments are made on a class basis. Any revaluation increment is
credited to equity under the heading of asset revaluation reserve except to the extent
that it reversed a previous revaluation decrement of the same asset class that was
previously recognised in the surplus/deficit. Revaluation decrements for a class of
assets are recognised directly in the surplus/deficit except to the extent that they
reversed a previous revaluation increment for that class.
When an item of property, plant and equipment is revalued, the carrying amount of
that asset is adjusted to the revalued amount. At the date of the revaluation, the
asset is treated in one of the following ways:
a) the gross carrying amount is adjusted in a manner that is consistent with the
revaluation of the carrying amount of the asset. For example, the gross
carrying amount may be restated by reference to observable market data or it
may be restated proportionately to the change in the carrying amount. The
accumulated depreciation at the date of the revaluation is adjusted to equal
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the difference between the gross carrying amount and the carrying amount of
the asset after taking into account accumulated impairment losses; or
b) the accumulated depreciation is eliminated against the gross carrying amount
of the asset.
Depreciation
Depreciable property, plant and equipment assets are written-off to their estimated
residual values over their estimated useful lives to the entity using, in all cases, the
straight-line method of depreciation.
Depreciation rates (useful lives), residual values and methods are reviewed at each
reporting date and necessary adjustments are recognised in the current, or current
and future reporting periods, as appropriate.
Depreciation rates applying to each class of depreciable asset are based on the
following useful lives:
2021

2020

Buildings on freehold land

40–50 years

40–50 years

Buildings on leasehold land

50–75 years

50–75 years

Leasehold improvements

Lease terms

Lease terms

Plant and equipment

3 to 50 years

3 to 50 years

Other – works of art

15–100 years

15–100 years

Impairment
All assets were assessed for impairment at 30 June 2021. Where indications of
impairment exist, the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated and an impairment
adjustment made if the asset’s recoverable amount is less than its carrying amount.
The recoverable amount of an asset is the higher of its fair value less costs of
disposal and its value in use. Value in use is the present value of the future cash
flows expected to be derived from the asset. Where the future economic benefit of
an asset is not primarily dependent on the asset’s ability to generate future cash
flows, and the asset would be replaced if the entity were deprived of the asset, its
value in use is taken to be its depreciated replacement cost.
Computer Software
The Council's computer software comprises internally developed software for
internal use. These assets are carried at cost less accumulated amortisation and
accumulated impairment losses.
Internally generated software is amortised on a straight-line basis over its anticipated
useful life. The useful life of the Council's internally developed software is 4 years
(2020: 4 years).
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All software assets were assessed for indications of impairment as at 30 June 2021.
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) arrangements
SaaS arrangements are service contracts providing the Council with the right to
access the cloud provider’s application software over the contract period. As such
the Council does not receive a software intangible asset at the contract
commencement date. The following outlines the accounting treatment of costs
incurred in relation to SaaS arrangements:
Recognise as an operating expense over the term of the service contract:
●

Fee for use of application software

●

Customisation costs

Recognise as an operating expense as the service is received:
●

Configuration costs

●

Data conversion and migration costs

●

Testing costs

●

Training costs

2.2B: Prepayments
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Prepayments

585

534

Total other non-financial assets

585

534

566

494

19

40

585

534

Other non-financial assets expected to be recovered
No more than 12 months
More than 12 months
Total other non-financial assets

No indicators of impairment were found for other non-financial assets.
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2.3 Payables
2.3A: Suppliers
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Trade creditors and accruals

1,090

565

Total suppliers

1,090

565

No more than 12 months

1,090

565

Total suppliers

1,090

565

Suppliers expected to be settled

Settlement is usually made within 30 days. Payments to suppliers include GST
Payable.

2.3B: Grants
2021

2020

$'000

$'000

Grants

1,340

1,007

Total grants

1,340

1,007

No more than 12 months

1,340

1,007

Total grants

1,340

1,007

Grants expected to be settled

Settlement is usually made according to the terms and conditions of each grant.
This was usually within 30 days of performance or eligibility.
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2.3C: Deferred revenue
2021

2020

$'000

$'000

Grant from Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional
Development and Communications

-

250

Venice Biennale - future programs

-

9

34

-

156

90

75

75

1

1

75

37

341

462

2021

2020

$'000

$'000

Salaries and wages

321

250

Other

367

365

Total other payables

688

615

No more than 12 months

688

615

Total other payables

688

615

States & Territories - future programs
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
National Summit on First Nations Arts and Culture
Rental income
Other
Total deferred revenue

2.3D: Other payables

Other payables to be settled

Other payables includes an amount payable of $356,000 (2020: $356,000) to The Marten Bequest,
which is offset in cash and cash equivalents balance in Note 2.1A. Refer to Note 5.1 for further
information.
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2.4 Other provisions
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Provision for restoration

770

770

Total provision for restoration

770

770

More than 12 months

770

770

Total provision for restoration

770

770

Provision for restoration expected to be settled

Accounting judgements and estimates
Provision for Restoration
The Council currently has an agreement for the leasing of premises at 60 Union St,
Pyrmont, which requires the Council to restore the premises to their original
condition at the conclusion of the lease.

2.5 Interest bearing liabilities
Leases
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Lease Liabilities

13,969

15,254

Total leases

13,969

15,254

Total cash outflow for lease payments for the year ended 30 June 2021 was
$1,445,000.
The lease at 60 Union Street, Pyrmont is for a period of 10 years with an option to
extend the lease for another 10 year period. The lease liability is calculated over the
initial 10 year period of the lease.
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Accounting policy
The right-of-use asset is calculated as the present value of the lease payments, plus
any initial direct costs made by the lessee (costs that are directly attributable and
that would not have been incurred if the Council had not entered into the lease, such
as legal costs), plus an estimate of make-good costs.
The lease liability is calculated as the present value of the outstanding lease
payments and is split between current and non-current liabilities. The discount rate
that has been used is 1.16%.
Lease payments are applied to reduce the lease liability and charge interest expense
to the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Depreciation is recognised as the right-of-use asset is amortised over the life of the
lease on a straight-line basis.
Interest expense is recognised as the present value of the lease liability is unwound
over the life of the lease.
The Council has elected not to recognise right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for
short-term leases of assets that have a lease term of 12 months or less and leases
of low-value assets (less than $10,000).
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3. People and relationships
3.1 Employee provisions
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Leave

2,436

2,549

Total employee provisions

2,436

2,549

No more than 12 months

1,395

1,527

More than 12 months

1,041

1,022

Total employee provisions

2,436

2,549

Employee provisions expected to be settled

Accounting policy
Liabilities for short-term employee benefits and termination benefits expected within
twelve months of the end of reporting period are measured at their nominal amounts.
Leave
The liability for employee benefits includes provision for annual leave and long
service leave.
The leave liabilities are calculated on the basis of employees’ remuneration at the
estimated salary rates that will be applied at the time the leave is taken, including the
Council’s employer superannuation contribution rates to the extent that the leave is
likely to be taken during service rather than paid out on termination.
The liability for long service leave is an estimate of the present value of the liability at
30 June 2021. The estimate of the present value of the liability takes into account
attrition rates and pay increases through promotion and inflation.
Separation and Redundancy
Provision is made for separation and redundancy benefit payments. The Council
recognises a provision for termination when it has developed a detailed formal plan
for the terminations and has informed those employees affected that it will carry out
the terminations.
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Superannuation
The Council's staff are members of the Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme
(CSS), the Public Sector Superannuation Scheme (PSS), or the PSS accumulation
plan (PSSap), or other superannuation funds held outside the Australian
Government.
The CSS and PSS are defined benefit schemes for the Australian Government.
The PSSap is a defined contribution scheme.
The liability for defined benefits is recognised in the financial statements of the
Australian Government and is settled by the Australian Government in due course.
This liability is reported in the Department of Finance’s administered schedules and
notes.
The Council makes employer contributions to the employees' defined benefit
superannuation scheme at rates determined by an actuary to be sufficient to meet
the current cost to the Government. The Council accounts for the contributions as if
they were contributions to defined contribution plans.
Any liability for superannuation recognised as at 30 June represents outstanding
contributions.

3.2 Key management personnel remuneration
Key management personnel are those persons having authority and responsibility for
planning, directing and controlling the activities of the Council, directly or indirectly,
including any Board member (whether executive or otherwise) of that entity. The
Council has determined the key management personnel to be the Chief Executive
Officer, current Board members, former Board members who retired during the year
and the Portfolio Minister.
Key management personnel remuneration is reported in the table below:

2021

2020

$’000

$’000

809

769

Post-employment benefits

68

67

Other long-term employee benefits

13

7

890

843

Short-term employee benefits

Total key management personnel remuneration
expenses
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The total number of key management personnel that are included in the above table
are 12 (2020: 12).
The above key management personnel remuneration excludes the remuneration and
other benefits of the Portfolio Minister. The Portfolio Minister's remuneration and
other benefits are set by the Remuneration Tribunal and are not paid by the Council.

3.3 Related party disclosures
Related party relationships
The Australia Council is an Australian Government controlled entity. Related
parties to the Australia Council are Board members, the Chief Executive Officer,
the Portfolio Minister and other Australian Government entities.
Transactions with related parties
Given the breadth of Government activities, related parties may transact with the
government sector in the same capacity as ordinary citizens. Such transactions
include the payment or refund of taxes, receipt of a Medicare rebate or higher
education loans. These transactions have not been separately disclosed in this note.
The following transactions with related parties occurred during the financial year:
The Australia Council made two grant payments to the National Gallery of Australia
with a total value of $145,150. The chair of the National Gallery of Australia is a
close family member of Mrs Christine Simpson Stokes AM, who is a board member
of the Australia Council. There is no balance outstanding at year end.
The Council received donations for First Nations and Disability Awards amounting to
$40,000 from Mrs Christine Simpson Stokes AM who is a board member of the
Australia Council. There is no balance outstanding at year end.
The Australia Council received a donation of $10,000 for the Council's First Nations
Arts and Culture Awards from Morgans Foundation. Ms Sophie Mitchell is a board
member of the Australia Council and Morgans Foundation. There is no balance
outstanding at year end.
The Australia Council made two grant payments to the Ananguku Arts & Cultural
Aboriginal Corporation with a total value of $210,000. During this time Miss Lee-Ann
Tjunypa Buckskin was a director of the Ananguku Arts & Cultural Aboriginal
Corporation and also Deputy Chair of the Australia Council. There is no balance
outstanding at year end.
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4. Managing uncertainties
4.1 Financial instruments
4.1A: Categories of financial instruments
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Cash and cash equivalents

8,097

6,804

Total cash and cash equivalents

8,097

6,804

688

46

2

6

690

52

8,787

6,856

Trade creditors

1,090

565

Other payables

688

615

Grants

1,340

1,007

Total financial liabilities measured at amortised cost

3,118

2,187

Total financial liabilities

3,118

2,187

Financial assets

Receivables
Receivables for goods and services
Interest receivables
Total receivables

Total financial assets

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost
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Accounting policy
Financial assets
The classification of financial assets depends on how the Council manages its
financial assets and the characteristics of their contractual cash flow.
Receivables
Receivables are measured at amortised cost less expected credit losses.
Impairment of Financial Assets
Financial assets are assessed for impairment at the end of each reporting period.
Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are recognised and derecognised upon ‘trade date’.
Supplier, grants and other payables are recognised at amortised cost. Liabilities
are recognised to the extent that the goods or services have been received
(and irrespective of having been invoiced).
4.1B: Net gains on financial assets
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Interest revenue

286

661

Total net gains on financial assets

286

661

2021

2020

$'000

$'000

8,097

6,804

690

52

8,787

6,856

Trade and other creditors

1,778

1,180

Grants and programs

1,340

1,007

Total financial liabilities

3,118

2,187

4.1C: Fair value of financial instruments

Financial assets
Cash at bank
Total receivables
Total financial assets

Financial liabilities

The carrying amount of Financial Assets and Liabilities is equal to fair value.
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4.1D: Credit risk
The Council is exposed to minimum credit risk as the maximum exposure to credit
risk is the risk that arises from potential default of debtors. This amount is equal to
the total amount of goods and services trade receivables and interest receivables
(2021: $690,000 and 2020: $52,000).
Credit quality of financial assets not past due or individually determined as impaired.
Not past due
nor impaired

Not past due
nor impaired

Past due or
impaired

Past due or
impaired

2021

2020

2021

2020

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

8,097

6,804

-

-

690

52

-

-

8,787

6,856

-

-

Cash and cash equivalents
Total receivables
Total

4.1E: Liquidity risk
The Council's financial liabilities are trade creditors and grant payables. The Council
has sufficient available financial assets to meet all financial liabilities at 30 June
2021. The exposure to liquidity risk is based on the notion that the Council will
encounter difficulty with regard to obligations associated with financial liabilities. This
is highly unlikely due to liabilities being budgeted and adequately covered by the
appropriation received by the Council.
Maturities for non-derivative financial liabilities in 2021
On
demand

Within 1
year

Between 1
to 2 years

Between 2
to 5 years

More than 5
years

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

Trade creditors

-

1,778

-

-

-

Grants and programs

-

1,340

-

-

-

Total

-

3,118

-

-

-

Maturities for non-derivative financial liabilities in 2020
On
demand

Within 1
year

Between 1
to 2 years

Between 2
to 5 years

More than 5
years

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

Trade creditors

-

1,180

-

-

-

Grants and programs

-

1,007

-

-

-

Total

-

2,187

-

-

-
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4.1F: Market risk
Currency risk
Currency risk refers to the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial
instrument will fluctuate because of changes in foreign exchange rates. The Council
is exposed to foreign exchange currency risk primarily through undertaking certain
transactions denominated in foreign currency.
The Council is exposed to foreign currency denominated in EURO, USD, Pound
sterling, NZD, Indian Rupee, Canadian dollar, Renminbi and Yen.
Transactions denominated in a foreign currency are converted at the exchange rate
at the date of the transaction. Foreign currency receivables and payables are
translated at the exchange rates current as at balance date. Associated currency
gains and losses are not material.
Interest rate risk
The Council manages its interest rate risk by holding surplus funds with banks in
accordance with S 59 (1) of the PGPA Act 2013 and with its investment policy.

4.2 Fair value measurement
The following tables provide an analysis of assets and liabilities that are measured at
fair value. The remaining assets and liabilities disclosed in the statement of financial
position do not apply the fair value hierarchy.
The different levels of the fair value hierarchy are defined below.
Level 1: Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities
that the entity can access at measurement date.
Level 2: Inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable
for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly.
Level 3: Unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.
Accounting policy
The Council values its non-financial assets at fair value as per AASB 13. The
Council enlists professional external valuers for valuing its overseas properties.
Freehold properties are valued on the basis of market comparables and leasehold
properties with restrictions on sale are valued on the basis of deprival of market rent.
Properties of a specialised nature (Venice Pavilion) and leasehold improvements are
valued on the basis of depreciated replacement cost. Works of art are valued on the
basis of market comparables. Full professional valuations are performed every three
to five years. In the interim years an update on the drivers of market value is
obtained from the valuers and an adjustment to fair value made only when material.
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2021

2020

$'000

$'000

149

149
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Category
(Level 1, 2 or 3)

Valuation
technique(s)

Inputs used

Level 3

Market
comparables

Price per square metre

Market
comparables

Price per square metre

Estimated
Rental Value

Price per square metre

Non-financial
assets
Land

Freehold property

Buildings on
leasehold land

373

633

384

650

Level 3

Level 3

Market rate of interest

Market rate of interest

Market rate of interest

Venice Pavilion
(leasehold
property)

8,068

8,250

Level 3

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Current Replacement
Cost

Leasehold
improvements

2,151

2,413

Level 3

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Cost, estimated
obsolesence and
service capacity

Property, plant
and equipment

890

1,092

Level 3

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Cost, estimated
obsolesence and
service capacity

Works of art

442

421

Level 3

Market
comparables

Professional appraisals
of similar artworks

12,706

13,359

Total nonfinancial assets

The remaining assets and liabilities reported by the Council are not measured at fair
value in the Statement of Financial Position.
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5. Other information
5.1 Assets held in trust
Established through the estate of the late John Chisholm Marten, the Marten
Bequest is administered by the Australia Council on behalf of Perpetual Limited as
trustee. Scholarships are awarded across nine arts disciplines, providing financial
support for Australian artists to undertake study and training both here and overseas.
The Australia Council uses its expertise to promote and review the scholarship and
award applications for the Marten Bequest, Dal Stivens and Kathleen Mitchell
awards. It then recommends to Perpetual the successful recipients, and manages
their scholarship and award payments.

2021

2020

$’000

$’000

As at 1 July 2020

356

292

Receipts

535

505

(535)

(441)

Total as at 30 June 2021

356

356

Total monetary assets held in trust

356

356

Donations and bequests

Payments

Each year Perpetual pays to the Australia Council the total annual scholarships and
awards amount. These monies are held in trust in a bank account by the Australia
Council. During the year the Australia Council pays each beneficiary a quarterly sum
based upon the scholarship/award conditions.
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5.2 Current/non-current distinction for assets and
liabilities
2021

2020

$’000

$’000

Cash and cash equivalents

8,097

6,804

Trade and other receivables

2,588

596

-

384

566

494

11,251

8,278

22,160

23,954

2,151

2,413

Plant and equipment

890

1,092

Works of art

442

421

Computer software

351

1,311

19

40

Total more than 12 months

26,013

29,231

Total assets

37,264

37,509

Suppliers

1,090

565

Grants

1,340

1,007

688

615

Leases

1,368

1,285

Employee provisions

1,395

1,527

157

350

6,038

5,349

Assets expected to be recovered in:
No more than 12 months

Assets held for sale
Prepayments
Total no more than 12 months
More than 12 months
Land and buildings
Leasehold Improvements

Prepayments

Liabilities expected to be settled in:
No more than 12 months

Other payables

Deferred revenue
Total no more than 12 months
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More than 12 months
Leases

12,601

13,969

1,041

1,022

Other provisions

770

770

Deferred revenue

184

112

Total more than 12 months

14,596

15,873

Total liabilities

20,634

21,222

2021

2020

$

$

Financial statement audit services

53,000

54,795

Non audit services

90,638

-

143,638

54,795

Employee provisions

5.3 Remuneration of auditors

Amounts paid or payable to auditors for:

Total value of services received

Financial statement audit services were provided by the Australian National Audit
Office (ANAO).
No other services were provided by the ANAO.
The ANAO has appointed KPMG to assist with the audit.
Non audit services relates to work performed by KPMG on the Data Management
Framework Development project.
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Appendix: List of requirements
PGPA Rule Reference

Part of Report

Description

17BE

Contents of annual report

17BE(a)

Our legislation

Details of the legislation
establishing the body

Mandatory

17BE(b)(i)

Our functions

A summary of the objects
and functions of the entity as
set out in legislation.

Mandatory

17BE(b)(ii)

Our purpose

The purposes of the entity as
included in the entity’s
corporate plan for the
reporting period.

Mandatory

17BE(c)

Responsible Minister

The names of the persons
holding the position of
responsible Minister or
responsible Ministers during
the reporting period, and the
titles of those responsible
Ministers.

Mandatory

17BE(d)

Ministerial directions
and rule

Directions given to the entity
by the Minister under an Act
or instrument during the
reporting period.

If applicable,
mandatory

17BE(e)

General policy
orders and
government policies

Any government policy order
that applied in relation to the
entity during the reporting
period under section 22 of
the Act.

If applicable,
mandatory

17BE(f)

N/A

Particulars of non-compliance
with:

If applicable,
mandatory

(a) a direction given to the
entity by the Minister under
an Act or instrument during
the reporting period; or
(b) a government policy order
that applied in relation to the
entity during the reporting
period under section 22 of
the Act.

Requirement
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17BE(g)

Annual Performance
Statements

Annual performance
statements in accordance
with paragraph 39(1)(b) of
the Act and section 16F of
the rule.

Mandatory

17BE(h),17BE(i)

Significant events

A statement of significant
issues reported to the
Minister under paragraph
19(1)(e) of the Act that
relates to non-compliance
with finance law and action
taken to remedy noncompliance.

If applicable,
mandatory

17BE(j)

The Australia
Council Board

Information on the
accountable authority, or
each member of the
accountable authority, of the
entity during the reporting
period.

Mandatory

17BE(k)

Our organisational
structure

Outline of the organisational
structure of the entity
(including any subsidiaries of
the entity).

Mandatory

17BE(ka)

Staff profile

Statistics on the entity’s
employees on an ongoing
and non-ongoing basis,
including the following:

Mandatory

(a) statistics on full-time
employees;
(b) statistics on part-time
employees;
(c) statistics on gender;
(d) statistics on staff location.
17BE(l)

Our location

Outline of the location
(whether or not in Australia)
of major activities or facilities
of the entity.

Mandatory

17BE(m)

Board governance

Information relating to the
main corporate governance
practices used by the entity
during the reporting period.

Mandatory
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17BE(n),17BE(o)

N/A

For transactions with a
related Commonwealth entity
or related company where
the value of the transaction,
or if there is more than one
transaction, the aggregate of
those transactions, is more
than $10,000 (inclusive of
GST):

If applicable,
mandatory

(a) the decision making
process undertaken by the
accountable authority to
approve the entity paying for
a good or service from, or
providing a grant to, the
related Commonwealth entity
or related company; and
(b) the value of the
transaction, or if there is
more than one transaction,
the number of transactions
and the aggregate of value of
the transactions.
17BE(p)

Changes affecting
the Council

Any significant activities and
changes that affected the
operation or structure of the
entity during the reporting
period.

If applicable,
mandatory

17BE(q)

Judicial decisions
and reviews by
outside bodies

Particulars of judicial
decisions or decisions of
administrative tribunals that
may have a significant effect
on the operations of the
entity.

If applicable,
mandatory

17BE(r)

N/A

Particulars of any reports on
the entity given by:

If applicable,
mandatory

(a) the Auditor-General (other
than a report under section
43 of the Act); or
(b) a Parliamentary
Committee; or
(c) the Commonwealth
Ombudsman; or
(d) the Office of the
Australian Information
Commissioner.
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17BE(s)

N/A

An explanation of information
not obtained from a
subsidiary of the entity and
the effect of not having the
information on the annual
report.

If applicable,
mandatory

17BE(t)

N/A

Details of any indemnity that
applied during the reporting
period to the accountable
authority, any member of the
accountable authority or
officer of the entity against a
liability (including premiums
paid, or agreed to be paid,
for insurance against the
authority, member or officer’s
liability for legal costs).

If applicable,
mandatory

17BE(taa)

Audit and Risk
Committee

The following information
about the audit committee for
the entity:

Mandatory

(a) a direct electronic address
of the charter determining
the functions of the audit
committee;
(b) the name of each member
of the audit committee;
(c) the qualifications,
knowledge, skills or
experience of each member
of the audit committee;
(d) information about each
member’s attendance at
meetings of the audit
committee;
(e) the remuneration of each
member of the audit
committee.
17BE(ta)

Executive
remuneration

Information about executive
remuneration.

17BF

Disclosure requirements for government business enterprises

17BF(1)(a)(i)

N/A

An assessment of significant
changes in the entity’s overall
financial structure and
financial conditions.

Mandatory

If applicable,
mandatory
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17BF(1)(a)(ii)

N/A

An assessment of any events
or risks that could cause
financial information that is
reported not to be indicative
of future operations or
financial conditions.

If applicable,
mandatory

17BF(1)(b)

N/A

Information on dividends paid
or recommended.

If applicable,
mandatory

17BF(1)(c)

N/A

Details of any community
service obligations the
government business
enterprise has including:

If applicable,
mandatory

(a) an outline of actions taken
to fulfil those obligations; and
(b) an assessment of the cost
of fulfilling those obligations.
17BF(2)

N/A

A statement regarding the

exclusion of information on
the grounds that the
information is commercially
sensitive and would be likely
to result in unreasonable
commercial prejudice to the
government business
enterprise.

If applicable,
mandatory
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